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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Urban Disinvestment Revisited: Subprime Mortgage Lending and 

Slum Housing in the City of Los Angeles

by

William Charles Pitkin 

Doctor of Philosophy in Urban Planning 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2004 

Professor J. Eugene Grigsby, III, Chair

The plight of central cities in the U.S. has been an area of great concern 

for urban policy makers and community activists over the past several decades. 

Amidst stark demographic and economic restructuring in urban areas during the 

1960s and 1970s -  especially in Eastern, “rust-belt” cities -  researchers 

identified processes of urban disinvestment, which produced negative 

consequences for residents of many central city neighborhoods. One group of 

researchers focused on disinvestment on the part of financial institutions, while 

others investigated disinvestment in the urban rental housing stock by property 

owners seeking to maximize economic return.
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In general, these two streams of urban disinvestment have been 

analyzed separately, and there has been relatively little investigation of these 

processes after the 1980s or in cities that were not part of the industrial “rust- 

belt.” To fill this gap, I revisit both of these strands of urban disinvestment in a 

relatively understudied context, the City of Los Angeles. Specifically, I seek to 

answer two research questions: (1) what is the relationship between subprime 

refinance mortgage lending and neighborhood characteristics?; and (2) what 

factors lead to deterioration in multifamily housing conditions? Analyzing 

extensive data on mortgage lending and property conditions in Los Angeles, I 

uncover processes of urban disinvestment in the city during the past decade.

As in many parts of the country, Los Angeles experienced a rapid growth 

in subprime -  i.e. high-cost -  mortgage lending during the 1990s, and this 

growth tended to be concentrated among residents of low-income and minority 

-  particularly majority African American -  neighborhoods. While conventional 

“redlining” may not be as common today, subprime lenders seem to have filled 

the gap left by traditional lenders in these neighborhoods. Along with 

disinvestment by high-cost mortgage lenders, I find that, although Los Angeles 

does not fit the stereotype of disinvested “rust-belt” cities, there is a strong 

relationship between deteriorated housing conditions and tax delinquency. 

These findings have several implications for how outreach and enforcement 

programs are targeted and implemented and raise questions for current 

theories of neighborhood change and urban disinvestment.
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CHAPTER 1: Urban Decline, Neighborhood Change and Urban 
Disinvestment

A. Introduction

Despite the concerted efforts of government, community organizations, 

and residents, many urban neighborhoods in the U.S. continue to be 

characterized by deteriorated physical and social conditions. Federal policies 

and programs over the past 50 years have generated much of the impetus for 

efforts to improve conditions in poor urban neighborhoods, through programs 

such as Urban Renewal, Model Cities, and Empowerment and Enterprise Zones. 

As funding and authority for urban revitalization efforts have gradually been 

devolved by the federal government, however, local governments and community 

development practitioners have taken on much of the responsibility for improving 

neighborhood conditions. At the same time, U.S. society has grown increasingly 

economically segregated by place, with the middle and upper classes living 

largely in suburban areas and the poor in deteriorated urban neighborhoods 

(Dreier et al., 2001). The symptoms of decline facing these distressed 

neighborhoods include: high levels of poverty, homelessness, unemployment, 

and underemployment; high rates of criminal activity; low performing schools and 

levels of education; environmental hazards and health risks; scarce access to 

credit and banking services; and deteriorated physical structures and housing 

conditions.

1
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The availability of safe and affordable housing has been a particularly 

vexing problem in cities, as evidenced in high rates of homelessness, 

overcrowding, and mortgage foreclosure in many urban areas. Researchers 

studying these problems over the past few decades have identified processes of 

disinvestment plaguing many urban neighborhoods. Some absentee landlords 

and investors have taken advantage of lax enforcement policies at the local level 

to defer necessary maintenance of buildings that provide housing for low-income 

residents. In many cases these repairs may never be made, as owners “milk” 

properties in a speculative effort to maximize return over costs. Financial 

institutions also disinvested in urban neighborhoods, denying credit to certain 

areas of cities, typically those with high numbers of low-income, minority 

residents. Thanks to community reinvestment activism and legislation, lenders 

have been forced to provide credit in previously “redlined” areas, but there has 

recently been increasing concern over “predatory” practices by unscrupulous 

lenders. The purpose of this study is to revisit these processes of urban decline 

and disinvestment, looking at recent phenomena in the City of Los Angeles, an 

understudied context in the disinvestment literature.

2
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B. Urban Decline in the U.S.

1. Indicators of Decline in Central Cities

Once booming centers of commerce and social life, many central cities1 

have experienced severe economic decline over the past several decades. A 

major factor in the decline of urban areas has been the rapid suburbanization of 

U.S. society over the past century. With the availability of cheaper housing, 

better schools, lower crime, and growing job centers in suburban areas, urban 

residents moved in droves to the suburbs, effectively emptying central cities of 

residents and their economic bases. In 1970, 45 percent of residents of 

metropolitan areas in the U.S. lived in central cities; by 2000 that figure had 

declined to 38 percent. The number of people living in suburbs grew 60 percent 

from 1970 to 2000, compared to less than 20 percent in central cities, as shown 

in Table 1.1.

As metropolitan areas have become increasingly suburbanized, many 

central cities have lost population. As shown in Table 1.2, cities such as New 

York, Chicago, Detroit, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Cleveland experienced vast 

population loss during the 1970s, and several deindustrializing areas continued 

to lose residents throughout the 1980s and 1990s. In just thirty years,

1 The data from this section are based on the federal government’s definition of Central City: “In a 
metropolitan area (MA), the largest place and, in some areas, one or more additional places that 
meet official standards issued by the federal Office of Management and Budget. If a place 
extends beyond an MA, only the portion within the MA is a central city. A few primary 
metropolitan statistical areas do not have a central city.”
(http://www.census.aov/dmd/www/qlossarv.html). According to Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) Bulletin No. 99-04, issued June 30,1999, there are 554 central cities in the U.S. 
(http://www.census.qov/population/estimates/metro-citv/cenctv.txt).

3
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Philadelphia, Detroit, Baltimore, Washington, and Cleveland all lost at least a fifth 

of their population, while western cities such as Los Angeles, Houston, and 

Dallas grew substantially. As the overall U.S. population was expanding 17 

percent from 1980 to 1996, many cities began to gain residents. During this time 

period, however, about a fifth of the nation’s central cities lost 5 percent or more 

of their population and 1 in 10 lost 10 percent or more (HUD, 1999).

Table 1.1 Population of Metropolitan Areas, United States 1970-2000

Place of Residence 1970 1980 1990 2000
Percent
Change

1970-2000
Central Cities 71,804,778 72,679,639 77,770,594 85,343,968 19%
Suburbs* 88,173,947 104,888,482 120,651,559 140,637,509 60%
All MSAs/PMSAs 159,978,725 177,568,121 198,422,153 225,981,477 41%
Source: State of the Cities Data Systems (SOCDS)2
*Suburb data are defined as the total for the All MSAs/PMSAs less the sum of data for all 
Central Cities

Table 1.2 Population Change in Major U.S. Cities, 1970-2000

1970 Rank City 1970-1980 1980-1990 1990-2000 1970-2000
1 New York -10.4% 3.5% 9.4% 1.4%
2 Chicago -10.7% -7.4% 4.0% -14.0%
3 Los Angeles 5.4% 17.5% 6.0% 31.2%
4 Philadelphia -13.4% -6.1% -4.3% -22.1%
5 Detroit -20.4% -14.6% -7.5% -37.1%
6 Houston 29.4% 2.2% 19.8% 58.5%
7 Baltimore -13.1% -6.5% -11.5% -28.1%
8 Dallas 7.1% 11.4% 18.0% 40.8%
9 Washington -15.6% -4.9% -5.7% -24.4%
10 Cleveland -23.6% -11.9% -5.4% -36.3%
Source: U.S. Census Bureau; Adapted from HUD (1999), Exhibit 8

Besides population loss, many central cities have suffered from declining 

housing, rising unemployment, shrinking household incomes, and failing

2 This dataset is compiled and maintained by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) and is available on-line at: http://socds.huduser.org/

4
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education systems. Central cities have lower rates of homeownership than 

suburbs (50 percent to 73 percent according to 2000 Census data), and the ratio 

of median owner-occupied housing value in central cities to that in suburban 

areas has been well below 1.0 (which would signify an equal median housing 

value) since 1970 and has declined over time (see Table 1.3). Central cities 

have also tended to have higher rates of unemployment than those in the 

suburbs, growing from a rate of 0.8% above that in suburbs in 1970 to a 

difference of 2.8% in 2000 (see Table 1.4). In 1998, 37 central cities had 

unemployment rates at least double that of the national average, and 95 cities 

had unemployment rates at least 50 percent above the national average (HUD, 

1999).

Not surprisingly, the income of residents in central cities tends to lag 

behind those in suburbs, and central cities are home to higher rates of poverty. 

Since 1970, the median household income in central cities has been 

approximately three-quarters of that in the suburbs, and the poverty rate in 

central cities has grown from 5 percent above that in suburbs to more than 9 

percent above the suburban poverty rate (see Table 1.5). In 30 central cities, 

mostly small or mid-sized, poverty rates are above 30 percent (HUD, 1999). Due 

to a combination of the above factors, urban schools have declined in quality: in 

1996 about 60 percent of urban school children did not have basic competency in 

reading and mathematics, and about half of urban high school students do not 

graduate in four years.

5
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Table 1.3 Median Housing Value3 in Central Cities and Suburbs (in 1999 
Dollars), United States 1970-2000 _____________

Year Central Cities Suburbs* Central City/Suburb 
Ratio

1970 $70,419 $85,876 0.82
1980 $89,163 $113,830 0.78
1990 $90,884 $124,026 0.73
2000 $101,378 $135,920 0.75
Source: State of the Cities Data Systems (SOCDS), HUD

Table 1.4 Unemployment Rate in Central Cities and Suburbs, 
United States 1970-2000

Year Central Cities Suburbs Difference 
(Central City-Suburb)

1970 4.6 3.8 0.8
1980 7.1 5.6 1.5

1990 7.7 5.1 2.6
2000 7.4 4.6 2.8
Source: State of the Cities Data Systems (SOCDS), HUD

Table 1.5 Poverty Rate in Central Cities and Suburbs, United States 
1969-1999

Year Central Cities Suburbs Difference 
(Central City-Suburb)

1969 14.3 9.0 5.3

1979 16.2 8.2 8.0

1989 18.0 8.4 9.6

1999 17.6 8.4 9.2

Source: State of the Cities Data Systems (SOCDS), HUD

3 Household owner's value calculations exclude housing units on 10 acres or more of land,
housing units with a business or medical office on premises, housing units in multifamily buildings
(i.e. condos), and mobile homes. Single-family condo houses, however, are included only for 
1990.

6
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2. Concentrated Poverty and Economic Segregation

The problem of urban decline, of course, is not equally distributed 

throughout various areas of cities. One problem with looking at data at the 

municipal level is that it greatly under-specifies the decline in some 

neighborhoods and greatly over-specifies the decline in others. There is a 

growing body of research that documents the growing inequality between 

economic and social classes in the U.S. over the past twenty years, as the gap 

between the poor and wealthy has grown and the middle class has shrunk 

(Mishel et al., 2001). This literature, however, often ignores the fact that there 

has been a spatial dimension to this growing inequality, as the poor and wealthy 

are less likely to live in the same neighborhood than ever before (Dreier et al., 

2001). Poverty and affluence have become more concentrated in the U.S., and 

this increasing economic segregation means that the poorest residents have 

reduced access to jobs, good housing and schools, and political power. 

Jargowsky (1997), for example, found that from 1970 to 1990 the number of 

high-poverty census tracts and the number of persons living in high-poverty 

tracts in U.S. cities doubled. As Dreier et al. (2001) argue, rising economic 

segregation over the past thirty years has generated economic and social costs 

for residents of both poor inner-city neighborhoods and wealthy suburbs.

Recent research has indicated that the trends toward concentrated 

poverty from 1970 to 1990 reversed during the 1990s (Jargowsky, 2003; 

Kingsley and Pettit, 2003). The number of persons living in high-poverty
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neighborhoods -  defined as those with a poverty rate of at least 40 percent -  

declined 24 percent from 1990 to 2000, and concentrated poverty in 

predominantly African American neighborhoods declined dramatically 

(Jargowsky, 2003). While these initial findings are encouraging, there are 

several reasons to be cautious. First of all, they are based on the 2000 census, 

which was taken at the height of an economic boom period; rates of concentrated 

poverty would likely be much higher if the census were taken just a couple years 

later during an economic downturn. Second, while central cities as a whole saw 

decreases in concentrated poverty, “poverty rates actually increased along the 

outer edges of central cities and in the inner-ring suburbs of many metropolitan 

areas” (Jargowsky, 2003, p. 12). A final reason to be cautious about the good 

news of decreasing concentrated poverty is that these trends were not uniform 

across all regions of the country. While cities in the Northeast, Midwest, and 

South witnessed stark declines in the proportion of persons in high-poverty 

areas, those in the West -  particularly those with large immigrant populations -  

experienced increases in concentrated poverty (Kingsley and Pettit, 2003). For 

example, the number of persons living in concentrated poverty in Los Angeles 

more than doubled during the 1990s (Jargowsky, 2003).4 Therefore, it is likely 

that the apparent decline of concentrated poverty during the 1990s will not lead 

to an overall recovery for urban areas in the U.S, especially for growing Western

4 According to Jargowsky’s (2003) analysis, seven of the top fifteen metropolitan areas in terms of
absolute increase in the number of persons living in high poverty neighborhoods from 1990 to
2000 were in California, with Los Angeles ranking number one. See Table 2 in Jargowsky
(2003).
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cities like Los Angeles (see Figure 1.1). The process of urban decline and 

problems of economic segregation have undoubtedly not disappeared from the 

landscape, leaving dire consequences for the residents of many urban 

neighborhoods.

Figure 1.1

Poverty
City of Los Angeles and United States

24%

City of Los Angeles -^ U n ite d  States A U.S. Central Cities
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau

3. The Costs of Urban Decline

The poorest urban neighborhoods often have physically deteriorated, 

sometimes abandoned, properties and vacant lots. Deteriorated residential 

buildings with low levels of maintenance heighten the probabilities of physical 

injury due to structural problems and health risks due to lead paint, unsafe
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plumbing or infestation. Because of the relative poverty of residents, housing 

units in these neighborhoods tend to be overcrowded, increasing the risks to 

these hazards. Abandoned buildings, whether residential or commercial, provide 

neighborhood eyesores and are often home to criminal activity such as drug 

dealing and prostitution. Likewise, vacant lots can breed nuisance activities, and 

they represent lost opportunity for productive land use, both fiscally and socially. 

These related problems appear to work together to create a spiraling, “broken 

windows” effect on whole neighborhoods, as property owners and investors are 

unwilling to make investments and upgrades to their own properties because 

they see other properties deteriorating (Wilson and Kelling, 1989).

Deteriorated properties and vacant lots produce fiscal and social costs for 

residents of these neighborhoods, but also for the metropolitan region at large. 

Residents are subject to the negative consequences of living in dilapidated 

housing, producing rising health and safety costs and leaving them with little 

hope of improving their situation. Owners of rental properties may be receiving 

short-term economic benefits, collecting rents while putting very little into the 

properties, but their disinvestment may signal long-term economic problems and 

eventual loss of equity. Local governments not only lose tax revenue; they also 

experience rising costs for managing abandoned or derelict properties, as well as 

for responding to health and fire hazards.

Homeowners in many low-income neighborhoods face the additional 

challenge of accessing good credit terms. In the past, there was little if any credit
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available for residents of low-income, minority neighborhoods. While overt 

discrimination against low-income and minority neighborhoods by lending 

institutions (i.e. “redlining”) gained the attention of community activists and 

government regulators in the 1970s, the more pressing issue in many urban 

neighborhoods today is the type of credit that is available. Homeownership 

among minorities has risen, however, as lenders have been required to serve 

minority neighborhoods.5 A large part of this growth in the lending industry has 

been among “subprime” mortgage lenders, those who specialize in lending to 

high-risk applicants and, as a result, charge interest at rates significantly higher 

than the prime rate. There is some evidence that a segment of these lenders 

unfairly target low-income, minority neighborhoods for their products, preying on 

susceptible homeowners with immediate needs for cash and convincing them to 

refinance their mortgage loans with extremely high interest rates or hidden fees. 

These predatory loans can heighten the economic stress in these neighborhoods 

and may eventually lead to foreclosure and abandonment.

4. Responses to Urban Decline

Governmental and nonprofit agencies have long worked to improve the 

quality of life in urban neighborhoods. The federal government carried out slum 

clearance and redevelopment under the rubric of “urban renewal” in the 1950s to 

deal with physically decayed areas that had resulted from suburbanization. The

5 For example, racial minorities accounted for an astounding 97 percent of the growth in 
homeownership in California during the 1990s (Simmons, 2001)
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Housing Act of 1949 initiated the policy and resources necessary for cities to 

acquire properties in blighted areas through eminent domain and redevelop them 

to attract businesses and middle-class residents to these areas (O’Connor, 1999; 

Rohe and Gates, 1985). These policies came to be viewed by many community 

activists and public housing advocates as “a boon for private developers and for 

the mayors who brought in the federal funds, and an unmitigated disaster for the 

poor” (O’Connor, 1999, p. 97).

Responding to urban renewal and the lack of attention to low-income 

neighborhoods by neighborhood planners, community activists in the 1960s 

increasingly demanded a role in the decisions impacting these communities. 

Within the context of social unrest in the 1960s, even planners began to question 

their role as “experts” and instead position themselves as “advocates” for 

residents of low-income neighborhoods (Davidoff, 1965). Demonstration 

programs such as the Ford Foundation’s Gray Areas Projects and President 

Kennedy’s Committee on Juvenile Delinquency proposed dealing with social, as 

opposed to simply physical, problems (e.g. education and crime) to stimulate 

improvement in urban neighborhoods. While not very successful in meeting 

their goals, these programs were important for setting the stage for a greater 

emphasis on community participation in planning for urban neighborhoods (Rohe 

and Gates, 1985). Thus, the federal policy regarding inner-city neighborhoods 

moved from the “bricks- and-mortar” approach of urban renewal to one with a
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“human face” in the context of the Johnson administration’s War on Poverty 

(O’Connor, 1999).

The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 established the Community Action

Program (CAP), providing funding for more than a thousand anti-poverty and

service agencies throughout the country, and stipulating “maximum feasible

participation of members of groups and areas served” in the programs (Rohe and

Gates, 1985). A vague concept of community participation in neighborhood

revitalization had been introduced in the 1954 Housing Act, but it became a strict

requirement in community development policies in the 1960s (Peterman, 2000).

Accordingly, policymakers began to see community development as part of a

“personal development experience”:

Community development processes are addressed to 
this essential need. These processes provide, not the 
answers, but the means by which citizens shall seek 
the answers. (Biddle, 1968, p. 184)

Community action agencies became the fiscal agents for a wide range of service

programs (e.g. education, health, housing, economic development), and national

programs such as Head Start and Upward Bound were founded (Halpern, 1995,

p. 108). Local agencies, however, began to engage in confrontational

community organizing, turning local officials against the program and dissolving

federal support for CAP. Moreover, the program failed to meet a major need at

the local level, job creation, and popular support eroded as well (O’Connor,

1999).
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In response to the failings of CAP, the Johnson Administration developed 

two new programs to deal with the poverty in urban neighborhoods: Model Cities 

and the Special Impact Program. The Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan 

Development Act of 1966 established the Model Cities initiative, working through 

the recently created Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to 

“provide grants and technical assistance to help communities of all sizes to plan, 

develop and carry out comprehensive city demonstration programs.” In contrast 

to CAP, Model Cities had a targeted approach, providing grants directly to local 

governments and focused on individual neighborhoods as models for 

revitalization efforts. Moreover, it included physical, as well as social, 

development goals, and loosened the requirements for citizen participation. 

Involvement by low-income residents was encouraged but not enforced by the 

federal government: in effect, it was “community development decoupled from 

community action” (Halpern, 1995, p. 118). The Special Impact Program (SIP) 

was created around the same time as Model Cities as an amendment to the 

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. The purpose of SIP was to revitalize 

neighborhoods with high concentrations of poverty and unemployment by 

providing block grants to Community Development Corporations (CDCs), which 

had recently emerged as important components of neighborhood planning 

efforts. CDCs such as the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation were 

expected to use the grants to leverage private sector capital to stimulate job 

creation and local economic development.
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The various programs to revitalize urban neighborhoods during the 

Community Action era had substantial impact on neighborhood planning practice 

and strategy. CAP stimulated grassroots organizing and community participation 

in many parts of the country, the Model Cities program provided funding for 145 

projects in U.S. cities (Rohe and Gates, 1985), and SIP contributed to the 

professionalization and technical capacity of CDCs. These programs clearly 

made real improvements in low-income neighborhoods; but, as O’Connor 

concludes,

For all their promise and ambition, however, the Great 
Society programs remained just that-programs, not a 
coherent community policy, that remained separated 
within different federal agencies. They were too 
limited in scope and funding to alter the political 
inequities or combat the structural economic shifts 
that continued to segregate poor places as the ‘other 
America’. (1999, p. 108)

The programs had largely been initiated by the Johnson Administration and thus

had little legislative support, leaving a legacy of ambiguity and lack of

coordination (Rohe and Gates, 1985). For some, the programs represented little

more than the federal government’s strategy “to co-opt protest by channeling

opposition through participatory bodies” (Fainstein and Hirst, 1996, p. 97).

Moreover, federal policy did little to stem the negative impacts of “rapidly

weakening economic and social connections between the minority poor in inner-

city neighborhoods and the larger world outside those neighborhoods” (Halpern,

1995, p. 84). Despite the limitations of the Community Action era programs, their
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orientation made several enduring contributions to community development 

policy and practice, including: a targeted focus on neighborhoods as the 

appropriate geographic scale for intervention; requirements for some level of 

community participation in planning and implementation; capacity building for 

neighborhood organizations and CDCs; setting the stage for increasing political 

power for African Americans in major cities; an emphasis on social development 

as important as physical development. This legacy of federal retreat would 

continue and expand in the next stage of neighborhood planning.

The current era of neighborhood revitalization is characterized by 

decentralized policymaking and implementation and was ushered in by a 

dismantling of the Great Society programs by the Nixon administration. Facing 

an uncertain economy in a postindustrial era, the Nixon administration initiated a 

policy of “New Federalism” that dramatically restructured the liberal welfare state. 

The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program was created in 1974 

and replaced the CAP, SIP, and Model Cities programs. CDBG gave local 

jurisdictions much greater responsibility in deciding how to allocate community 

development funds. The Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 

shifted federal housing policy from supply-side subsidies (i.e. public housing) to 

demand-side subsidies (i.e. rent subsidies). The general spirit of these reforms 

was to stimulate revenue sharing and private investment in community 

development and diverted much of the funding to middle-class suburbs
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(O’Connor, 1999). Fainstein and Hirst characterize this fundamental shift in

policy from the community action era to the present one:

Rather than focusing resources on needed areas and 
persons to which substantial federal resources were 
once directed, contemporary [neighborhood planning] 
efforts are instead more broadly distributive, taking as 
their aim the retention of middle-class, home-owning 
residents and the stabilization of the residential 
districts in which they live. (1996, p. 97)

Subsequent administrations did very little, if anything, to reverse this 

federal retreat from seeking to directly revitalize low-income neighborhoods. 

Jimmy Carter initially promoted “A New Partnership to Conserve America’s 

Communities” to stimulate urban revitalization through private-public 

partnerships, but in the end his administration’s policy continued the 

decentralization of responsibility started by Nixon’s. This trend of devolution 

expanded even more under the Reagan and Bush administrations’ further 

dismantling of big government: “to the extent that there was any federal urban 

policy during the 1980s, it was focused on tax cuts, regulatory relief, and 

privatization” (Halpern, 1995, pp. 195-6). In line with Reagan’s embrace of 

supply-side economics, enterprise zones and privatization of public housing were 

promoted as providing “trickle-down” benefits for urban neighborhoods. While 

neither of these proposals was formally implemented as part of federal policy, 

they did signal the federal government’s further retrenchment from providing 

direct funding for needy communities. The Low-income Housing Tax Credit was 

introduced under Reagan tax reform legislation to provide incentives for
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corporations to invest in community development projects in low-income areas. 

This strategy of encouraging private investment continued under the Clinton 

administration’s primary community development program, the Empowerment 

Zone/Enterprise Community (EZ/EC) initiative. In many ways, EZ/EC is simply a 

rehashing of previous policies (O’Connor, 1999).

In general, the history of efforts to respond to urban decline is one in 

which responsibilities for dealing with the problems of deteriorated urban 

neighborhoods have been gradually devolved to the local level. The beginning of 

formal community development policy in the United States is usually traced to 

Roosevelt’s New Deal policies of the 1930s, when the federal government 

initiated efforts to alleviate distressed urban neighborhoods (O’Connor, 1999). 

Throughout the twentieth century, the federal government gradually shifted the 

responsibility for revitalizing urban neighborhoods to localities and community- 

based organizations through block grants. These policies have largely been 

uncoordinated, resulting in an inconsistent legacy: “Federal policy within the past 

sixty years has waxed and waned, at times beneficial and at other times 

destructive in its efforts to improve urban neighborhoods” (Keating and Smith, 

1996, p. 55). For Halpern (1995), this represents a “history repeatedly 

constrained” in which policy makers rehash old ideas and very little gets 

accomplished in improving the lot of urban neighborhoods. At the same time, 

community activists have sought to initiate neighborhood improvement from the 

local level. How government or community activists seek to revitalize urban
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neighborhoods depends much on their understandings of how neighborhoods 

change.

C. Theories of Neighborhood Change

1. Overview of the Major Schools of Thought

The question of why properties and neighborhoods deteriorate has been 

the source of much theoretical inquiry, empirical research, and debate. Since 

even before the early days of community development policies and programs 

designed to revitalize urban neighborhoods, scholars have sought to understand 

why and how neighborhoods change over time. During the 1920s and 1930s, 

scholars at the University of Chicago School of Sociology began to develop 

theoretical models of how neighborhoods change based on a “social ecology” 

understanding of the urban hierarchy. These models posited neighborhood 

change as part of a natural ecological process, leaving very little room for human 

agency in determining the fate and conditions of localities. Researchers in what 

Temkin and Rohe (1996) refer to as the “subcultural” school of thought reacted 

strongly to the ecological understanding of neighborhood change, rejecting its 

economic determinism. Subcultural scholars argued that factors such as 

resident confidence, satisfaction, commitment and social networks were 

important for understanding why and how neighborhoods change.

With the advent of economic restructuring and rapidly changing dynamics 

in cities across the globe beginning in the 1960s, political economists provided
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important analyses of how urban areas were restructuring and theoretical

understandings of urban policy making. Encompassing disciplines such as

Sociology, Geography, and Political Science, and Urban Planning, the political

economy school has probably been the most influential in the area of urban

studies over the past thirty years. Many of the early political economists were

heavily influenced by Marxist analysis and used it to critique the ecological

perspective. Neo-Marxists such as Harvey (1981) and Castells (1983) created a

renaissance in urban studies:

the city was no longer to be interpreted as a social 
ecology, subject to natural forces inherent in the 
dynamics of population and space; it came to be 
viewed instead as a product of specifically social 
forces set in motion by capitalist relations of 
production. (Friedmann, 1986, p. 69)

The political economists retained the ecologists’ interest in neighborhood change

driven by economic relations and forces from outside the neighborhoods, but

they focused more directly on the social relations of production and

accumulation. According to this school of thought, urban development and

neighborhood change do not result from merely market equilibrium; rather the

fate of neighborhoods is inherently tied to social, economic, and political conflict.

The two most important theoretical formulations of this perspective are the “urban

growth machine” and “urban regime” theories of urban politics.
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2. Growth Machine and Urban Regime Theory

The urban growth machine thesis -  first formulated by Molotch (1976) and 

more fully developed by Logan and Molotch (1987) -  holds that coalitions of 

urban elites seek to capture and retain economic power primarily by promoting 

real estate and population growth. Members of growth machines include people 

who directly benefit from increases in population and land values. Real estate 

entrepreneurs are clearly members of the growth bloc, but other proponents of 

growth often include local business owners, newspapers, labor unions, 

professional sports teams, universities and even religious groups. In contrast to 

the natural determinism of the ecologists, the growth machine theory posits a 

primary role for human agency in neighborhood change, as the active 

exploitation of the real estate market and political process by local elites -  not a 

benign ecological process -  drives urban development.6

A fundamental component of the growth machine thesis in relation to

neighborhood change is the distinction between “exchange” and “use” values.

Logan and Molotch theorize place as a commodity, one that is socially

constructed through competition between those who value the neighborhood for

the “rent” they can gain from it (i.e. exchange value) and those who value it for

non-economic reasons (i.e. use value) such as their attachment to it. For

example, a real estate firm exhibits an exchange value toward a neighborhood in

6 In a recent reflection on Molotch’s contribution to urban sociology, Logan et al. (1999, p. 74) 
write, “He targeted the same key dependent variables as had ecological studies -  the growth, 
changing composition, and land-use pattern of the city -  and he argued that urban growth has to 
be understood not as a function of economic necessity but as the target of political action”
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which it has holdings, while residents of that neighborhood are more concerned 

with its use value as a place to live, not simply as a means of reaping a return on 

investment. Growth machines seek to maximize the exchange value of urban 

space, often leading to land speculation and the encouragement of population 

growth to drive up property values and, accordingly, their return on rent. 

Neighborhood residents often try to resist this by asserting their use values, 

based on their social networks, sense of trust, and common identity.

The growth machine’s exploitation of exchange values affects

neighborhoods in several ways, according to political economists working along

this stream of thought. Most obvious is the negative effect that population growth

and rising rents can have on neighborhood residents’ use values. This can lead

to overcrowding among low-income renters and displacement of vulnerable

populations in poor neighborhoods, as in the cases of “urban renewal” of the

1960s and gentrification today. Moreover, the growth coalition’s behind-the-

scenes maneuvers threaten the social benefits of residents’ common identity:

For us, the major challenge to neighborhood, as a 
demographic-physical construct as well as a viable 
social network, comes from organizations and 
institutions (firms and bureaucracies) whose routine 
functioning reorganizes urban space. The stranger to 
fear may not be the man of different ethnicity on the 
street corner, but a bank president or property 
management executive of irrelevant ethnicity far from 
view. (Logan and Molotch, 1987, p. 111)

Institutions working in real estate, such as banks and realtors, are often complicit

in this steering of certain people to certain neighborhoods -  especially along
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racial lines -  in order to serve the interests of the growth machine (Munnel, et al., 

1996; Palm, 1985; Squires and Velez, 1987). Research on racial discrimination 

in mortgage lending has shown a strong relationship between race and lending 

that is tied to geography, meaning that minority, low-income neighborhoods are 

greatly underserved by lenders (Reibel, 2000; Wyly and Holloway, 1999). 

Recently, community activists and policy analysts have argued that this dearth of 

access to credit has opened the door for unscrupulous lenders that prey on 

certain neighborhoods and contribute to their decline (Gruenstein and Herbert, 

2000; NTIC, 1999).

Like the growth machine thesis, urban regime theory is concerned with 

how social and political processes drive urban development; but it is slightly less 

deterministic and allows for many different types of governing coalitions -  not 

only those promoting growth -  to form in cities (Dowding 2001). Urban regime 

theory has “developed inductively, through prototypical case studies,” 

(Mossberger and Stoker 2001, 811). Early urban regime theorists emphasized 

the global economic forces that shape how governing alliances, usually between 

public and private sector actors, form in cities and traced the history of urban 

regimes in the U.S. since the post-World War II period (Fainstein and Fainstein 

1983; Elkin 1987).

An important shift in regime theory came in the work of Clarence Stone 

(1989, 1993), who focused less on historical epochs of regimes and more on the 

types of outcomes sought by regimes as defining their type. He divided urban
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regimes into four types: maintenance, development, progressive, and expansion 

(Stone 1993). Whereas earlier theorists linked regime development to 

macroeconomic trends, Stone emphasized the local political, economic and 

social contexts in understanding how and why regimes form: “in regime analysis, 

the relationship between the economy and politics is two way” (Stone 1993, 2). 

Using a social production model of political power, Stone argues that “the power 

struggle concerns, not control and resistance, but gaining and fusing a capacity 

to act -  power to, not power over (1989, p. 229). Urban regimes are not simply 

prisoners to larger economic forces but rather depend as well on the agency of 

regime actors. Neighborhoods decline due to conscious decisions made by 

urban regimes, which decide where and when to invest public and private 

resources. While this “localist” orientation has been criticized by some (Lauria 

1997; Imbroscio 1998; Ward 1996), Stone’s descriptive approach to regime 

analysis has been widely influential in understanding the dynamics of local policy 

development.

According to the political economy theories, therefore, neighborhoods 

deteriorate due to decisions made by growth coalitions and urban regimes. 

Competition in land markets is often the driving force in urban politics, as private 

actors such as land developers, real estate agents, lenders and property owners 

seek to exploit the exchange value of urban real estate to support economic 

growth. Structural and macroeconomic forces are obviously important in 

determining the fate of cities, but within cities, actors that are part of governing
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regimes and coalitions play important roles in shaping the development patterns 

that directly affect neighborhoods. In their search to maximize the exchange 

value of cities, members of growth coalitions and urban regimes play an 

important role in determining where and how to invest public and private capital 

in urban areas. Therefore, some neighborhoods receive substantial investment 

due to an expected future return, while others are left to deteriorate and perhaps 

exploited for short-term benefits.

D. Urban Disinvestment

1. What is “urban disinvestment?”

Within the framework of the political economy approach to understanding 

the processes of urban development and politics, scholars became interested in 

understanding patterns of investment in urban areas. In particular, scholars 

concerned with the decline of many urban neighborhoods during the 1970s and 

1980s, when economic restructuring brought about sharp changes in urban labor 

markets and highlighted severe economic depression in many central cities, 

began to document the dynamics of “af/sinvestment” in these areas. In this 

context, disinvestment can mean the retreat of capital from a neighborhood or 

urban area, as in the case of business owners who close down businesses that 

may have provided jobs and consumer services for neighborhood residents. 

Property owners who become increasingly aware of declining conditions in the 

area may withhold regular or necessary maintenance when doubting the
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likelihood of a future return on their investment. Actors who have invested in 

properties and neighborhoods may withdraw this investment if conditions dictate. 

This meaning of disinvestment is rather self-evident, as it assumes a previous act 

of investment; but urban disinvestment can also occur without a preceding 

investment in an area. In this sense, disinvestment can signify the denial of 

capital based on discriminatory factors. Businesses may not locate in certain 

areas of the city because of misplaced perceptions about the labor supply, 

consumer base, or social conditions such as crime. Residents of certain 

neighborhoods or of certain social groups may not have access to credit because 

of discrimination. Investigating these processes, one group of researchers 

focused on disinvestment by private property owners, while another concentrated 

on disinvestment by banks and lending institutions.

2. Disinvestment by Lending Institutions

One body of research focused on urban disinvestment by financial 

institutions. Community activists and researchers documented the lack of 

investment by banks and lending institutions in inner-city neighborhoods, arguing 

that banks were discriminatory in their lending practices. Most research on 

spatial differentiation in mortgage lending has focused on variation in loan denial 

rates across race and income groups. These studies have used both descriptive 

and more rigorous analyses to identify discriminatory patterns in mortgage 

lending. The Boston Fed Study (Munnell et al., 1996) is probably the best known
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of these studies, because it -  unlike nearly all previous analysis of mortgage 

lending -  accounted for the financial characteristics of applicants in an attempt to 

control for the creditworthiness of applicants.7 Using rigorous analytical 

techniques, the authors found that even while accounting for these additional 

financial factors, race still plays a role in determining whether a mortgage loan 

was denied.8

Other scholars have analyzed whether lending practices and access to 

credit vary across different types of neighborhoods, signaling “redlining” of 

certain neighborhoods as unattractive places to make loans. Squires and Velez 

(1987) demonstrated that the racial composition of both urban and suburban 

Milwaukee neighborhoods was associated with the number and amount of 

mortgage loans originated in these neighborhoods. Likewise, Wyly and Holloway 

(1999), updating previous research on mortgage lending in Atlanta, found that 

minority neighborhoods were underserved by lenders, even when controlling for 

variations in income. Most recently, Reibel (2000) discovered higher 

probabilities of mortgage loan approval in non-minority Los Angeles census 

tracts, hinting at locational redlining by lending institutions.

7 The Boston Fed Study's authors used HMDA data but also collected 38 additional variables on 
a sample of applicants with the cooperation of the lenders. These variables were identified by 
lenders as factors that they use in making decisions on loan applications. Some of the applicant 
characteristics gathered were net wealth, credit history, and employment stability.

8 While extremely influential, the methodology used in this study has been questioned by several 
researchers. See Ross and Yinger (1999) for an analysis of these critiques. Ross and Yinger 
conclude that the critiques have limited merit and do not refute the central findings of the Boston 
Fed Study.
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Besides the lack of credit in neighborhoods, researchers and community

reinvestment activists have recently begun to question the type of lending that is

available in depressed neighborhoods. As Wyly and Holloway (1999) conclude

in their study on Atlanta:

The color of money is not simply a problem of access to 
mortgage credit, but also an issue of what kind of credit 
is offered, and on what terms, to different borrowers in 
different neighborhoods, (p. 575)

In particular, community advocates and regulatory agencies have become

concerned about the growth of subprime lending in low-income minority

neighborhoods, as they fear that some of these lenders may target susceptible

residents for their high-interest and high-cost loans. The subprime lending

industry exploded during the 1990s: from 1993 to 1998, the number of loans from

subprime refinancing lenders across the country increased ten-fold and the

subprime mortgage lending market volume grew from $20 billion to $160 billion

(HUD, 2000a). Growing three times as quickly as overall mortgage lending

during the 1990s, subprime lending rose “from an industry footnote into a

significant market segment,” (Fannie Mae, 2001).

Several policy papers by advocacy organizations and regulatory agencies 

have found that subprime lending is highly associated with the race and ethnicity 

of borrowers, as minorities -  especially African Americans and to a lesser degree 

Latinos -  are more likely than whites to receive subprime loans. Researchers at 

the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) have been at
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the forefront of documenting these disparities, finding that 33 percent of all 

refinance mortgages for African Americans in 1998 were subprime, compared 

with only 8 percent for white borrowers.9 Since 2000, ACORN, a national 

community organizing network, has issued annual reports comparing loans 

originated by prime and subprime lenders across race and income groups in 49 

different metropolitan areas in the U.S, and they have consistently found that 

minorities are more likely than whites to receive loans from subprime lenders 

(ACORN, 2002). According to a recent report from the Center for Community 

Change on subprime lending in all 331 metropolitan areas across the nation, 

African Americans and Latinos are more likely than whites to receive subprime 

refinance loans, even when controlling for the income of the borrower (Bradford, 

2002). In study after study, African Americans have been found to be most likely 

to receive subprime loans. The strong relationship between subprime lending 

and race is perhaps best summarized in the finding by HUD that upper-income 

African Americans and low-income borrowers of any race were just as likely to 

receive a subprime loan in 2000 (Scheessele, 2002).

Compounding the fact that racial and ethnic minorities are more likely than 

whites to receive loans from subprime lenders, researchers have found that 

subprime lending also tends to be concentrated in certain neighborhoods. Not

9 Besides the national and Los Angeles studies listed in the list of References (HUD, 2000a;
HUD, 2000b), HUD also conducted analysis for Atlanta, Baltimore, Chicago and New York. Links 
to these reports are available at: http://www.huduser.orq/publications/fairhsa/uneaual.html. HUD 
researcher Randall Scheessele was the lead on this research and recently issued a follow-up 
report (Scheessele, 2002).
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surprisingly, residents of low-income neighborhoods across the U.S. were three 

times more likely than those in upper income neighborhoods to receive loans 

from subprime lenders in 1998, and residents of African American neighborhoods 

were five times as likely as those in white neighborhoods to receive subprime 

loans (HUD, 2000a). In 2000, predominantly Latino and African American 

neighborhoods were between 1.5 to 2 times as likely as those in the nation as a 

whole to receive loans on the subprime market (Scheessele, 2002). In New 

Jersey, eight of the top ten lenders in minority neighborhoods in 1999 were 

subprime, compared to only four of the top ten in majority white neighborhoods 

(Zimmerman et al., 2002). These findings indicate a bifurcation of the mortgage 

industry. As argued by one of the most prominent researchers on subprime 

lending, “disparities in subprime refinance shares between neighborhoods may 

be exacerbated by the absence of prime lenders in these neighborhoods” 

(Scheessele, 2002, p. 9). The concentration of subprime lending in low income 

and minority neighborhoods may limit the choice of consumers in these 

neighborhoods, leaving residents dependent on high cost subprime loans for 

mortgage credit even if they have strong credit histories that would qualify for 

prime loans.

3. Operational Disinvestment

Another group of scholars studied “operational disinvestment” by private 

landlords, which leads to deteriorating neighborhood conditions and high rates of
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property abandonment. Property tax delinquency was identified as an important 

indicator of urban disinvestment during the 1970s, when several studies 

(Sternlieb and Burchell, 1974; Olson and Lachman, 1976; Lake, 1979) 

documented tax delinquency trends in U.S. cities such as Newark, Pittsburgh, 

and Cleveland. These cases demonstrated how weak policies of tax collection 

and enforcement allowed property owners to effectively finance their properties 

by not paying taxes, as this was often cheaper than making necessary repairs. 

This practice, in turn, often instigated a process of operational disinvestment and 

land speculation in urban neighborhoods. In Cleveland, for example, the County 

Auditor estimated in the mid-1970s that only 19 percent of delinquent properties 

would ever be paid (Olson and Lachman, 1976). Local planners, in turn, utilized 

research on tax delinquency in Cleveland to affect policy and develop a 

municipal land banking program to deal with deteriorating properties and 

neighborhoods (Krumholz and Forester, 1990, ch. 7).

“Rust belt” cities such as Newark, Detroit, Pittsburgh and New York City 

experienced vast abandonment of housing units in the urban core during these 

years, as they lost jobs and population. Many of these early studies focused on 

the factors that led property owners to abandon units, namely declining profit 

margins and a lack of access to capital (Van Allberg, 1974; Sternlieb and 

Burchell, 1974). Some tied the growing problem of abandonment more directly 

to economic restructuring that was resulting in de-industrialization and a
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changing urban structure that supported suburban development at the expense 

of urban neighborhoods (Dear, 1976; Lake, 1979).

During the 1980s and early 1990s, scholars paid very little attention to 

housing abandonment and operational disinvestment, but recently several 

studies have renewed interest in the topic. Wilson et al. (1994) looked at the 

spatial aspects of abandonment in Cleveland, finding that abandonment had 

spread in a contagious fashion during the 1980s and was no longer contained to 

an inner city core. Scafidi et al. (1998) conducted an econometric analysis of 

abandonment in New York City, developing an “option theory” of abandonment 

which predicts that owners are more likely to abandon their properties when the 

value of their liens (e.g. for back tax or utility bills) exceeds the market value of 

the property. These studies, however, are limited to processes of abandonment 

and have little to say about deteriorating conditions. One study that has looked 

more generally at neighborhood disinvestment and deteriorating property 

conditions was Krouk’s (1996) research on Los Angeles, which uncovered a 

process or operational disinvestment occurring in South Central Los Angeles, 

where property tax delinquency was highly correlated to maintenance problems 

and may signal negative effects for entire neighborhoods.

4. Gaps in the Urban Disinvestment Literature

There are several gaps or unanswered questions that arise from the 

above review of urban disinvestment literature. First, much of the existing body
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of literature in both streams of research on disinvestment -  i.e. one focusing on 

operational disinvestment by private property owners and the other on 

disinvestment by financial institutions -  was conducted several decades ago and 

therefore does not address “new” forms of disinvestment. In the case of 

operational disinvestment, there has been quite a bit of investigation into 

processes of property abandonment and disinvestment in Eastern “rust-belt” 

cities, but very little research on these processes in urban areas that have 

continued to experience population and economic growth. With regard to 

disinvestment by financial institutions, much of the research has focused on 

discrimination in mortgage lending, be it based on personal or neighborhood 

characteristics, but there has been relatively little investigation into the rise of 

subprime lending, which may represent a “new” form of redlining by mortgage 

lenders.

A second area in which the existing urban disinvestment literature is 

lacking is in understanding the relative weight of individual characteristics and 

neighborhood effects. There is a growing body of research that documents the 

growing inequality between economic and social classes in the U.S. over the 

past twenty years, as the gap between the poor and wealthy has grown and the 

middle class has shrunk (Mishel et al., 2001). This literature, however, often 

ignores the fact that there has been a spatial dimension to this growing 

inequality, as the poor and wealthy are less likely to live in the same 

neighborhood than ever before (Dreier et al., 2001). This increasing economic
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segregation means that the poorest residents have reduced access to jobs, good 

housing and schools, and political power. There is conflicting evidence, 

however, whether the processes of disinvestment is due mostly to the individual 

characteristics of residents (e.g. race, gender, income, etc.) or properties (e.g. 

year built, size of building, type of owner, etc.), or to the characteristics of the 

neighborhoods in which these residents live. Analyzing the spatial nature of 

disinvestment in residential property by both landlords and mortgage lenders 

provides an opportunity to deepen our understanding of how individual 

characteristics interact with place.

The final gap in the urban disinvestment literature is that the two major 

streams of research have largely been addressed separately. Both owners of 

rental property and lenders potentially have major investments in deteriorated 

urban neighborhoods, seeking to increase their exchange values through rents 

and mortgage loan payments. Residents of these neighborhoods are 

overwhelmingly renters, so the investment decisions made by landlords greatly 

affect the most vulnerable urban population. Operational disinvestment in rental 

units can lead to health and safety risks and eventually to abandonment and 

displacement. With increased resources going toward promoting home 

ownership among minorities and low-income residents, there are unprecedented 

opportunities for expanding asset-building in these neighborhoods. With new 

forms of disinvestment by subprime mortgage lenders, however, there may also 

be risks to these strategies. Research in operational disinvestment has been
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lacking over the past decade, only very recently receiving scattered attention, 

and the risks of subprime lending are only now gaining the attention of 

researchers. I believe that rather than treating these phenomena as separate 

processes, it is important to look simultaneously at how disinvestment by both 

private property owners and lending institutions is affecting our urban areas.

E. Overview of the Dissertation

1. Introduction to Research Questions and Methodology

In order to address these gaps in the urban disinvestment literature, I will

look at both single family and multifamily housing in order to develop a more

comprehensive understanding of disinvestment in residential properties. In

particular, I am interested in how investment decisions by mortgage lenders and

landlords are distributed across different urban neighborhoods and the outcomes

of these decisions for residents of these neighborhoods. In other words, what

are the implications of the exploitation of the “exchange value” of residential

property by the “rentier” class for the “use value” of residents?

In this research, I will focus on two major questions:

Q1. What is the relationship between subprime refinance mortgage lending 
and neighborhood characteristics?

Q2. What factors lead to deterioration in multifamily housing conditions?

These questions will allow me to conduct parallel analysis on two types of

housing disinvestment, operational disinvestment in rental housing and the

proliferation of high-cost mortgage lending by financial institutions.
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To investigate these questions, I rely primarily on quantitative research 

methods. Through my first question (Q1) I seek to determine how subprime 

lending varies across neighborhood types. I focus on refinance loans because 

much of the concern around unnecessarily high cost loans that are predatory in 

nature has centered around loans on the refinance market. In order to 

investigate the relationship between subprime lending and neighborhoods, I 

analyze Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data.10 Under HMDA, banks, 

savings and loans, credit unions, and other mortgage lenders are required to file 

loan application registers with federal regulators, who in turn compile and make 

the data available for analysis. I conduct bivariate analysis to explore the 

relationship between dependent variables (e.g. concentrated subprime lending 

and growth in subprime lending) and independent variables (e.g. race, income, 

financial risk, presence of traditional lenders). In order to more rigorously 

analyze trends and spatial patterns in subprime lending, I estimate several 

regression models.

To answer my second research question (Q2), I analyze an extensive data 

set on multifamily housing conditions for the City of Los Angeles. The primary 

sources of data for this analysis are code inspection data from the Los Angeles 

Housing Department’s Systematic Code Enforcement Program (SCEP), tax 

delinquency data from the Los Angeles County Tax Collector, and real estate

10 See Appendix 1 .B for more information on the HMDA data set.
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data from the Los Angeles County Assessor.11 I also use contextual data from 

the 1990 and 2000 Census of Population and Housing. I conduct descriptive 

analysis of multifamily housing conditions by analyzing housing data from the 

1990 and 2000 censuses as well as inspection data from SCEP. This analysis 

will provide an overview of housing conditions in Los Angeles, especially for 

residents of multifamily housing, and outline how housing quality is distributed 

spatially and by neighborhood type. I also conduct multivariate regression 

analysis in order to more rigorously analyze the factors that affect multifamily 

housing conditions.

2. Geographic Focus

I investigate these questions by analyzing processes of disinvestment in 

the City of Los Angeles. Los Angeles is currently the second largest city in the 

United States and a center of global commerce and culture. It also provides an 

interesting case in which to explore recent trends of neighborhood disinvestment. 

First of all, Los Angeles is very different from many of the cities studied in earlier 

disinvestment research. It is not a “rust-belt” city that has experienced vast job 

and population loss over the past few decades. Though there have been 

declines in the industrial and manufacturing sectors in Los Angeles, other 

sectors, such as services and high technology, have experienced job growth. 

Population in the city has continued to expand, largely through immigration from

11 See Appendix 1 for more information on these data sources.
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Latin America and Asia. Therefore, Los Angeles provides an opportunity to test 

the theories of disinvestment in a distinct and under-studied context.

Second, Los Angeles has a long history of racial and class conflict, most 

vividly expressed in civil unrest in 1965 and 1992. African Americans were long 

limited in residential choice due to restrictive covenants (DeGraaf, 1970), and 

Latinos and Asians have also become increasingly segregated. According to a 

recent study of inequality in Los Angeles, racial divides compound segregation 

by class:

The persistence of racial residential segregation 
deepens the overlap between economic disadvantage 
and race and ethnicity by serving to concentrate high 
rates of poverty and unemployment in communities of 
color. Racial residential segregation, in turn, is 
reinforced by group identities and negative racial 
attitudes -  which are made harder to transform in a 
positive way while groups remain economically unequal 
and residentially separated. (Bobo et al., 2000, p. 31)

A third reason that Los Angeles is an appropriate place to study residential 

disinvestment is that the history of the city is one dominated by real estate 

entrepreneurs and developers, who long influenced local politics until the “slow- 

growth movement” grew in stature during the 1980s. Lastly, there has recently 

been widespread recognition of a housing crisis in Los Angeles and several 

important policy experiments. The Blue Ribbon Citizens’ Committee on Slum 

Housing helped create the political will for the establishment of the Systematic 

Code Enforcement Program in 1998 (Pitkin, 2003), and the Housing Crisis Task 

Force led to several policy changes, most notably the creation of the city’s
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Affordable Housing Trust Fund in 2002. Los Angeles, then, provides an 

interesting context in which to study the nature of conflict over housing and 

neighborhood disinvestment

3. Structure of the Dissertation

Having covered the theoretical and empirical context to my research and 

introduced my specific research questions in this introductory chapter, I proceed 

in the next chapter to provide background on the setting of my research, the City 

of Los Angeles. Information on housing decline in Los Angeles and past efforts 

to remedy these trends helps ground the research and identify potential 

opportunities for policy intervention. In the third chapter, I explore the rise of 

subprime lending Los Angeles from 1993 and 2000 and how concentrated 

subprime lending is related to neighborhood conditions. In chapter four, I report 

findings from my analysis of the factors that lead to deterioration in multifamily 

housing conditions in Los Angeles and how they are distributed across 

neighborhoods. In the final chapter, I reflect on the implications of my findings for 

our understanding of housing disinvestment and neighborhood change, both in 

terms of practice and research.
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CHAPTER 2: Housing Decline and Reform in Los Angeles

A. Political and Socio-Economic Background

1. Dominance of Pro-Growth Regimes and Interests (Assertion of 
Exchange Value)

Pro-growth regimes have long held sway in Los Angeles, and business 

interests have remained dominant even during times of political reform. Civic 

and business leaders have been able to exert substantial influence in Los 

Angeles municipal governance due to Progressive Era reforms at the end of the 

nineteenth century. In reaction to corruption in political machines in many 

Eastern cities, as well as due to the substantial influence of the railroad 

companies in California politics at the time, the City of Los Angeles Charter of 

1889 set the tone for the political history of the city by diffusing power between a 

weak mayor, the city council and citizen commissions. These reforms were 

designed to benefit urban elites, representing a “shadow government” 

(Schockman, 1996) in the form of a lay board and commission system and 

indicative of the “informal arrangements” of urban governing regimes (Stone, 

1993).

Los Angeles’s pro-growth entrepreneurs transformed a formerly 

agricultural area to one of the world’s most important metropolises in less than a 

century:

Growth interests built what is today one of the busiest 
ports in the world where none had existed; they
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brought water from all over the state to an area that 
receives about 15 inches of rainfall a year; they 
ruthlessly acquired the terminus of the Southern Pacific 
Railroad from San Diego to channel the flow of 
migrants from the Midwest; they used extensive 
boosterism to sell the city as a tropical utopia to the 
population centers back east; and they built a 
grandiose downtown of skyscrapers where none had 
existed. (Purcell 2000, 86)

During the first two decades of the century, the construction of the Los Angeles 

Aqueduct -  which brought water from over two hundred miles away to the dry 

Los Angeles area -  and the annexation of the San Pedro Harbor enabled the city 

to greatly expand in area, population, and economic power.12 During this period, 

Los Angeles represented the classic “growth machine” theory of urban politics 

and development, as urban elites and civic boosters sought to increase land 

values through population growth and land subdivision. In contrast with many 

large Eastern cities, Los Angeles’s population continued to grow during the post- 

World War II period due to its booming defense industry, leading Abu-Lughod 

(1999) to refer to the era as representing “The True Growth Machine.”13 

However, as the city became increasingly built out and population growth in the 

region was increasingly dispersed to suburban areas of the county, the

12 From 1900 to 1930 the population and land area of the City of Los Angeles grew more than ten 
times -  from 43 to 442 square miles and from about 100,000 persons to over 1 million. During 
this period of tremendous growth, however, Los Angeles did not develop a master city or regional 
plan, as had other large U.S. metropolitan areas such as Chicago and New York, supporting the 
portrayal of Los Angeles as lacking in planning vision.

13 As Abu-Lughod (1999) points out, the central city areas of New York, Chicago, Charleston, and 
Boston all lost population between 1940 and 1960, while that of Los Angeles grew by two-thirds 
(p. 245).
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consensus for growth in the City of Los Angeles began to wane during the last 

half of the century.14

During the post-war period the Norman Poulson administration oversaw 

economic expansion, especially through urban renewal and slum clearance 

policies in the downtown area, through the recently formed Community 

Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles (CRA/LA) (Parson 1982; Parson 1985). 

Los Angeles formed CRA/LA in 1948 to identify areas of physical blight and 

stimulate investment through geographically targeted programs. Armed with the 

ability to acquire property, through eminent domain if necessary, and receive tax 

increment revenue from targeted areas, CRA/LA has been the city’s primary 

means for addressing urban blight for the past fifty years, often to the ire of 

community activists. For example, instead of constructing a public housing 

project in the Chavez Ravine area near downtown during the post-war period, the 

city evicted hundreds of families from the area in 1959 and granted the land and 

$4 million in incentives to the owner of the Brooklyn Dodgers to relocate to the 

city and construct a new baseball stadium (Parson 1985).

Poulson’s coalition was defeated in the 1961 election, however, as former

state assemblyman Sam Yorty capitalized on the anti-downtown sentiments of

suburban voters from the San Fernando Valley, as well as the dissatisfaction of

urban African American residents with the Poulson administration and the Police

Department. Yorty, despite his campaign rhetoric, reached out to the Police

14 From 1950 to 2000 the city’s population increased at annual growth rates below 3 per cent, 
compared to the average annual rates of more than 30 per cent from 1900 to 1930.
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Chief and downtown elites: “he came in as a progressive, and soon built a 

powerful conservative coalition” (Sonenschein, 1993, p. 258). Yorty’s 

conservatism became entrenched during the 1960s, as he refused millions of 

dollars in federal funding as part of President Johnson’s War on Poverty and the 

Watts riots of 1965 solidified his standing with suburban Anglo residents 

(Greenstone and Peterson, 1973). Community opposition to Yorty grew, 

however, and a powerful biracial coalition of African Americans and mostly 

Jewish liberal elites from the city’s Westside was finally successful in defeating 

Yorty in 1973, electing city councilman Tom Bradley as the city’s first African 

American Mayor.

After losing to Yorty in the 1969 election, the Bradley camp became “both 

more professional and less ideological” for its 1973 campaign (Sonenschein, 

1993, p. 105), which helped increase its support across various sectors of the 

Los Angeles populace. Bradley’s liberal regime centralized city policy following 

an influx of federal funds to address social problems (Saltzstein et al., 1986), and 

its promotion of urban redevelopment attracted support from the business 

leaders and labor unions. Bradley’s most enduring legacy from his 20 years as 

Mayor was in making Los Angeles a “world-class city,” exemplified in the 

rebuilding of the central business district as well as the successful 1984 Olympic 

Games. The Bradley administration oversaw the vast redevelopment of 

downtown into gleaming commercial space, but community residents and 

advocates criticized the city’s redevelopment agency for displacing thousands of
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low-income residents through “slum clearance” (Haas and Heskin, 1981; Keil, 

1998).15

Beginning during the middle part of the 1980s, the pro-growth ideology of 

Bradley’s came increasingly under question, especially from “slow-growth” 

homeowners’ organizations and community residents who sought to exclude 

undesirable development in their neighborhoods.16 As the Bradley administration 

came under increasing criticism, the mayor turned his attention to the housing 

crisis near the end of his term as mayor in the late 1980s. As Sonnenshein 

(1993) concludes, “the city’s redevelopment program eventually brought a great 

deal of business support to the liberal coalition, but later became the symbol of 

liberal disenchantment with the Bradley regime” (p. 168). As the coalition began 

to fragment, the 1992 civil unrest and deepening recession highlighted the 

administration’s inability to deal with social and economic division in the city.

In 1993, with Bradley not running for Mayor, liberal city councilman Mike 

Woo was defeated by a political novice, wealthy entrepreneur and philanthropist 

Richard Riordan, whose campaign slogan proclaimed he was ’’Tough Enough to 

Turn L.A. Around.” Riordan promised to use his private sector skills to increase 

the efficiency of Los Angeles city government. He established early on in his 

term a Development Reform Committee made up of business and civic leaders 

with the goal of making recommendations for streamlining municipal operations

15 For example, approximately 6,000 people were evicted in the Bunker Hill redevelopment 
project in downtown Los Angeles during the 1960s (Haas and Heskin, 1981). Local Latino 
activists referred to CRA/LA as the “Chicano Removal Agency” (Parson, 1982).
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and attracting new businesses to the city. As Purcell (2000) describes, Riordan 

was “unreservedly pro-business” and “his speeches read like a text on growth 

machine ideology” (p. 88). While Riordan’s appointments to municipal 

commissions during his first term reflected the ethnic diversity of Los Angeles, 

they tended to over-represent relatively affluent areas of the city and region 

(Schockman, 1996). Riordan promised to use his private sector skills to increase 

the efficiency of Los Angeles city government, and his economic development 

projects gained steam as the city tried desperately to recover from an economic 

recession and extensive damage from the 1994 Northridge Earthquake. With a 

strong base in the private sector and orientation toward downtown elites, Riordan 

was seeking to recapture the pro-growth heritage of Los Angeles’s past. With 

Los Angeles recovering from economic recession and the 1994 earthquake, 

Riordan was elected to a second term on April 8, 1997. As Fulton (2001) 

reflects, Riordan’s “cleverest trick was to build an administration that looked like 

Los Angeles but thought like him -  that is, a mosaic of races and genders single- 

minded in the pursuit of a cohesive effort to make L.A. ‘business friendly’” (p. 

356).

2. The Current Salience of “Community” Interests (Assertion of 
Use Value)

Given changing political, social and economic conditions in Los Angeles, 

the once-dominant pro-growth ideology has been severely muted, providing 

space for alternative visions of how the city should develop. For Fulton (2001),
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Los Angeles has progressed over the past century from being “one of the most 

effective growth machines ever created” (p. 7) to a locale in which “the growth 

machine began to collapse under its own weight” (p. 16). As Los Angeles has 

become increasingly “built out,” growth interests have had an increasingly difficult 

time getting approval on development projects. The pro-growth heritage of Los 

Angeles has increasingly been checked by “slow-growth” homeowners’ 

organizations and community residents who have sought to exclude undesirable 

development in their neighborhoods. Keil (1998) traces several popular 

movements that have resisted the tendency toward development. Pulido (1996) 

has looked at the environmental justice movement in low-income minority areas 

of Los Angeles. Davis (1990, ch. 3) and Purcell (1997) document the influence 

of homeowners and the “slow-growth movement” in Los Angeles

Purcell (2000) contends that Fulton’s pronouncement of the growth 

machine’s collapse are overstated, arguing instead that “over the last 15 or so 

years, the hegemony of the growth machine in Los Angeles has waned to the 

point where it is unable to complete one of its most important duties: maintaining 

a political consensus for growth” (96).17 Of course, the inability of the pro-growth 

regime to successfully promote an ideology of growth does not mean that it is not 

able to complete development projects, though it certainly has changed the

17 Light (2002) agrees with Purcell’s assessment but also provides the provocative thesis that the 
Los Angeles growth machine is not so much nonexistent as it is transformed by the vast 
immigration in the region. In particular, Light highlights the role of “co-ethnic entrepreneurs in real 
estate and property development” in promoting growth.
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playing field in the city. Pro-growth interests have successfully completed 

projects within the last decade, such as the Alameda Corridor transportation 

system, suburban housing developments such as Porter Ranch and Playa Vista, 

and major development projects in the central business district (e.g. the Staples 

Center sports and entertainment complex, the Walt Disney Concert Hall, and a 

new Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels). All of these projects, however, have 

faced considerable opposition from different quarters and have often been scaled 

back from original plans. As the local economy suffered during the 1990s, 

represented in the flight of corporate headquarters from the Central Business 

District, there was a weakening of the growth ideology. Moreover, the 1990’s in 

Los Angeles saw increased organizing around labor and transportation issues. 

The Service Employees International Union’s (SEIU) organizing of janitors in Los 

Angeles during the early 1990s eventually let to national Justice for Janitors 

campaign. The Los Angeles Living Wage Coalition convened in 1996 and 

secured the passage of a living wage ordinance in the city in 1997.18 The transit- 

equity advocacy of the Bus Riders Union led to a federal Consent Decree on 

October 29, 1996 that required the LA County Metropolitan Transportation 

Authority to purchase 248 new buses and improve bus service in the county.19 

Los Angeles, therefore, has become home to new “spatial visions for the city” 

that have brought into question the traditional vision that “urban space should be

18 For more information on the coalition and living wage campaign, see the website of Los 
Angeles Alliance for a New Economy: http://www.laane.org/lw/

19 For more information, see the website of the Bus Riders Union: http://www.busridersunion.org/
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consumed for profit” (Purcell 2000, 97). Los Angeles is no longer simply a 

growth-dominated “developers’ city” and is surprisingly home to innovative 

coalitions seeking to respond to the needs of its residents.

B. From “America’s Dream” to “America’s Nightmare” (The Growing 
Housing Crisis in Los Angeles)

1. The Selling of Los Angeles as a Suburban Paradise

Los Angeles has long held a place in the psyche of U.S. residents as the 

epitome of “the American Dream.” In images portrayed in popular culture, Los 

Angeles has represented the ideal of low-density suburban lifestyle, made even 

more attractive because of the area’s mild climate. Los Angeles’s pro-growth 

entrepreneurs who helped transform the region from an isolated, rural backwater 

to a thriving metropolis took advantage of the area’s attractiveness to promote a 

mass migration of residents from other parts of the country. With the major 

transportation and economic infrastructure in place to support a population boom, 

boosters sold the Los Angeles area to farmers and retirees willing to relocate to a 

mild, arid climate. From 1890 to 1930, foreign immigrants were a much smaller 

proportion of the Los Angeles population than in other major cities such as New 

York, Detroit, Chicago, Philadelphia, and San Francisco; and the majority of 

residents came from other parts of the U.S., principally the Midwestern and 

western states.20 The marketing of Los Angeles appealed to people looking for

20 See chapter 4 in Fogelson (1967) for more on “The Great Migration” to Los Angeles during the 
first few decades of the twentieth century. The figures on the makeup of Los Angeles’s 
population come from Tables 6 and 8 (pp. 80-81), which are based on decennial Census data.
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economic opportunity, but it also capitalized on a cultural shift in the country. At 

the turn of the twentieth century, people in the U.S. began to redefine traditional 

norms of hard work and material aspiration, looking for “an easier, more varied, 

less complicated, and well-rounded life” (Fogelson, 1967, p. 72). Los Angeles 

provided the opportunity for residents to pursue economic goals, while at the 

same time exploring a greater concern for leisure and “the good life.”

An important expression of living out “the American Dream” was the 

development of Los Angeles as a low-density area of primarily single-family 

housing. In contrast to the crowded, bustling conditions of Eastern and 

Midwestern cities, migrants to Los Angeles found “a conception of the good 

community which was embodied in single-family houses, located on large lots, 

surrounded by landscaped lawns, and isolated from business activities” 

(Fogelson, 1967, pp. 144-5). By 1930, 94 percent of dwellings in Los Angeles 

were single-family homes, a higher percentage than any other major U.S. city 

(Fogelson, 1967, p. 146), and zoning regulations and restrictive covenants 

created homogeneous neighborhoods that were attractive to mostly white 

migrants. Early Los Angeles, therefore, represented an atypical urban form, 

what would later become more commonplace as part of the post World War II 

suburbanization boom. With the Federal government encouraging home 

ownership through FHA loans and the Los Angeles defense and aerospace 

industries expanding, housing developers, working with local planning agencies,
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subdivided vast parts of the city to provide single-family housing for the growing 

workforce.21

2. Rising Housing Un-affordability and Disinvestment

Despite common perceptions of Los Angeles as a paradise of single

family homes, the city has experienced an increasing housing crisis over the past 

several decades. Even during the post-war housing boom, one critic observed:

Behind the palm trees are grim four-story wooden 
structures affording a miserable shelter to tens of 
thousands of families....Unlike those in older cities, the 
slums in this sprawling community are not all in the 
central areas; many lie hidden on the hills, along side 
roads, or behind store fronts. Shacks made of old 
crates and little garages on back alleys house 
thousands of recent immigrants. In one wooden 
tenement I saw a single hot-water faucet servicing 
some seventy-two families, a condition outlawed in 
New York fifty years ago. (Abrams 1950, p. 177)

From 1940 to 2000, the home ownership rate in Los Angeles was at least 9 per

cent below that of the U.S. as a whole, and owner occupancy in the city

increased slightly during the post-World War II period, but began to decrease

after 1960 (see Figure 2.1). According to the 2000 Census, only 39 per cent of

housing units in Los Angeles are owner occupied, compared to 66 per cent in the

U.S. as a whole and 50 per cent in the nation’s central cities. Unlike other major

U.S. cities, Los Angeles developed relatively few public housing units, as private

real estate interests convinced local officials during the Red Scare era that public

21 See Hise (1997) for a vivid analysis of how twentieth-century Los Angeles was developed, 
providing innovative experiments in modern community planning that hearkened back to 
Ebenezer Howard’s ideal of “the garden city.”
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housing was part of a socialist political agenda (Parson, 1982). Housing 

affordability has decreased steadily in Los Angeles, reflecting the high cost of 

real estate in the region. According to the 2000 U.S. census, about 37 percent of 

renters pay at least 35 percent of their income on rent, and 30 percent of owners 

pay at least 35 percent of their income on housing.

Figure 2.1
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Like many urban areas in the U.S., Los Angeles has experienced a 

shifting of banking and financial services over the past several decades, 

reflecting larger changes in the national and global economies. With 

deindustrialization and growing income inequality during the 1960s and 1970s, 

the U.S. banking industry began to focus on financial services for affluent, high- 

end customers and to de-emphasize services based at bank branches, thus
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“creaming” the market for the most profitable business (Dymski and Veitch,

1996). Many bank branches were closed, especially in low-income, minority 

neighborhoods. In Los Angeles over the 1980s, the largest mortgage lenders 

began to focus their lending in high-income areas. For example, by the end of 

the 1980s, Bank of America and Wells Fargo Bank had 60 and 75 percent, 

respectively, of their residential loan dollars invested in the top income quintile of 

Los Angeles census tracts (Dymski and Veitch, 1996, p. 45). During this same 

decade, about 10 percent of bank branches were closed, disproportionately 

hitting low-income and minority areas of the city, neighborhoods in which 

“second-tier” financial institutions such as check cashers and pawnbrokers 

became more commonplace (Dymski and Veitch, 1996, pp. 50-1).

Parallel with the retreat of financial institutions from many parts of Los 

Angeles, the city has experienced a decline in much of its housing stock. With 

continued population growth and a decrease in new housing construction during 

the last half of the century, residents were left to compete for rental units, leading 

to rising rents, severe overcrowding and homelessness. As housing costs have 

increased, people have been forced to crowd into units, as shown in Figure 2.2. 

While less than 10 per cent of housing units in the city were overcrowded in 

1970, about a quarter of all housing units in the city today are “overcrowded,” the 

majority of these being “severely overcrowded.”22 When rents skyrocketed as

22 The U.S. Census Bureau defines a housing unit as “overcrowded” if there is more than one 
person per room (excluding bathrooms and including kitchens) in the unit and “severely 
overcrowded” if there are more than 1.5 persons per room.
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the city’s population swelled through international immigration during the 1980s, 

there was a growing recognition of a housing crisis. In 1985, Los Angeles 

became the first city to successfully secure a criminal court sentence for a 

landlord to live in his own slum building.23 An investigative report by the Los 

Angeles Times in 1987 revealed that many immigrants were being forced to live 

in unsafe converted garages, estimating that there were about 42,000 garages 

housing 200,000 persons in Los Angeles County (Chavez and Quinn, 1987). 

Homelessness also became more prevalent, leading one researcher to proclaim, 

“Los Angeles became the homeless capital of the United States in the 1980s” 

(Wolch, 1996, p. 390). These trends continued -  and in many ways worsened -  

into the 1990s, as Los Angeles entered a deep recession.

23 The Los Angeles City Attorney Office’s Slum Housing Task Force had been established 
several years earlier to prosecute the worst slumlords. In this case, which garnered national 
attention, Neurosurgeon Milton Avol was sentenced to spend, as the July 1,1985 issue Time 
magazine reported, “30 days in a public cell and 30 days in a private one: a grungy one-room 
apartment in one of his own buildings” for repeated fire and health violations. While the 
understaffed Task Force was not able to deal with slum housing on a grand scale, it did probably 
raise early consciousness to the slum housing problem through several high-profile cases.
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Figure 2.2
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Coming on the heels of a depression in the local real estate market, the 

1992 civil unrest after the Rodney King verdicts and the 1994 Northridge 

earthquake resulted in billions of dollars in property damage and the new 

phenomenon of housing abandonment in Los Angeles. In response to the rising 

abandonment problem, a task force in the city conducted research on the stages 

of property abandonment and recommended policies to prevent property decline. 

Research at UCLA explored processes of housing disinvestment in Los Angeles 

and showed that financial disinvestment was a precursor to property deterioration 

(Krouk, 1996). With landlords deferring maintenance due to the economic 

recession, there was a rising fear that property decline would spin out of control,
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opening the way for a proactive, preventative approach such as systematic code 

enforcement.

C. Housing Reform Efforts

1. Slum Housing and Housing Affordability Reform

Through most of its pro-growth history, Los Angeles has not been home to 

innovative housing reform or much of a political constituency for affordable 

housing. The city was largely unprepared for the federal withdrawal from 

affordable housing development and rehabilitation during the 1980s. As a result 

of this new reality, however, there were several important policy developments 

during the late 1980s and 1990s.

a. Community Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles

Despite the growing housing crisis in Los Angeles, the Community 

Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles (CRA/LA) represented the city’s only 

response to slum conditions up until the 1980s. In line with federal urban 

renewal and “slum clearance” policies, the State of California’s Community 

Redevelopment Act of 1945 enabled local jurisdictions to create local 

redevelopment agencies to carry out these efforts. CRA/LA was formed in 1948 

to identify areas of physical blight and stimulate investment through 

geographically targeted programs.24 Armed with the ability to acquire property,

24 See Beatty et al. (1994) for more information on the California Community Redevelopment Act 
of 1945 and Parson (1982 and 1985) for more background on CRA/LA.
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through eminent domain if necessary, and to receive tax increment revenue from 

targeted areas, CRA/LA has been the city’s primary means for addressing urban 

blight for the past fifty years. As the Bradley administration came under 

increasing criticism from community activists, however, the Mayor turned his 

attention to the housing crisis near the end of his term as mayor in the late 1980s 

and early 1990s. He proposed funding more affordable housing by raising the 

cap on tax increment funding available from the downtown redevelopment area 

from $750 million to $5 billion, but local community and housing activists were so 

disillusioned with the activities of CRA/LA that they opposed raising the cap 

unless it was dedicated entirely to affordable housing. As recounted by Goetz 

(1993), Bradley proposed that half of the $5 billion be spent on affordable 

housing, more than double the 20 percent required by state law. Some of the 

older nonprofit housing developers saw this proposal in a positive light, but many 

community activists in the downtown area refused to support any increase in 

funding for “economic development” that they saw as supporting commercial 

development and resulting in the displacement of residents. The County of Los 

Angeles also opposed the raising of the cap because they would stand to lose 

revenue. Ultimately the cap was not increased, but the struggle “did serve as a 

catalyst for the housing movement in that it established Housing L.A. as the focal 

point for previously disparate elements of the community-based housing sector” 

(Goetz, 1993, p. 151). This policy shift was also facilitated by the fact that in 

1976, state legislation required that redevelopment agencies such as CRA/LA
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use 20 per cent of tax increment revenues toward providing low and moderate- 

income housing, and this requirement led to the development of thousands of 

housing units in the city. From 1986 to 1997, for example, CRA/LA provided 

financing for 5,875 new housing units and 6,741 rehabilitated units (Grigsby, 

2001).

b. Tenant Activism and the Rent Stabilization Ordinance, 1977- 
197925

Besides the redevelopment activities of CRA/LA, there was very little 

political reform in Los Angeles with regard to housing at all until rising tenant 

activism in the face of pressure in the rental housing market led to the passage of 

a Rent Stabilization Ordinance in 1979. After experiencing an “apartment glut” 

during the 1960s, rents in the city began rise faster than inflation in the mid 

1970s. Tenant organizing in cities around California became more common after 

tenant advocates narrowly averted a state legislative effort in 1976 by the real 

estate industry to prohibit local jurisdictions from passing rent control ordinances. 

With the assistance of both local and statewide tenant groups, there were 

demonstrations and rallies focusing on the plight of renters in Los Angeles in 

1977, which caught the attention of local media. The Los Angeles City Council 

began to hold hearings on addressing rising rents in late summer, but efforts to 

pass an “antirent-gouging” ordinance were unsuccessful.

25 This section borrows heavily from chapter 2 in Heskin (1983).
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In 1978, property tax relief became the hot political topic in California with 

the passage of Proposition 13, but this had the unintended consequence of re- 

igniting the tenant movement. Advocates of Proposition 13, including Howard 

Jarvis, had promised that landlords’ tax savings would be passed on to tenants. 

When these benefits did not materialize and rents continued to rise, tenant 

activism increased and rent control again became a palatable political topic.

Even in the San Fernando Valley area of Los Angeles, which had been the 

epicenter of the Proposition 13 campaign, tenant protests increased, prompting 

City Council member Ernani Bernardi to reverse his earlier opposition to controls 

on rents. To deal with the crisis, the Los Angeles City Council passed a six 

month rent freeze in August 1978, followed by efforts to enact a longer term 

solution to rising rents. The resulting Rent Stabilization Ordinance took effect in 

May 1979, declaring that “it is necessary and reasonable to regulate rents so as 

to safeguard tenants from excessive rent increases, while at the same time 

providing landlords with just and reasonable returns from their rental units.”26 

The ordinance placed caps on rent increases, to be adjusted by inflation, for 

buildings built before October 1978, but tenant activists were disappointed that it 

did not include single-family dwellings and allowed for vacancy decontrol. 

Keeping in mind these limitations of the Los Angeles ordinance, advocates 

worked to pass stronger rent control in other cities in Los Angeles County, most 

notably Santa Monica.

26 The text of the ordinance is available in Chapter VX of the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
(http://lacodes.lacitv.org/)
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c. Founding of LA Housing Department and Emergence of 
Community Development Corporations, 1988-early 1990s

Before 1980, housing policy in the city largely resulted from federal 

initiatives, as there was very little in the way of a nonprofit housing community or 

coordinated housing advocacy by neighborhood groups (Goetz, 1993). As 

CRA/LA came under increasing scrutiny by interest groups from across the 

political spectrum and there was a growing recognition of a housing crisis in the 

city, however, local community and political leaders began to call for more 

municipal attention to the housing crisis. In 1987, Mayor Bradley announced the 

appointment of a local housing advocate as his first-ever Housing Coordinator 

and declared that he would appoint a “Blue Ribbon Citizens Committee for 

Affordable Housing” to study the housing affordability crisis (Goetz, 1993).

Among the committee’s findings were that 40,000 families in the city were living 

in converted garages, 150,000 were paying over half of their income for housing, 

and 10,000 people were homeless (Blue Ribbon Citizens Committee for 

Affordable Housing, 1988). The report also outlined a lack of coordination on 

housing in the city, as 11 separate agencies were responsible in some way with 

housing. Therefore, the committee recommended coordinating the city’s housing 

agenda through one centralized agency, leading to the establishment of the city’s 

Housing Department in the early 1990s to coordinate local efforts to develop 

affordable housing.
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At the same time as these municipal reforms, the nonprofit housing and 

advocacy community began to expand and better coordinate its efforts.

Nonprofit housing developers came together in 1987 to form LA 1000, a 

campaign to build a thousand affordable housing units a year in the city. This 

group soon allied with tenant and community activists to form Housing LA, which 

advocated for increased attention to the housing needs of low-income residents. 

Also during this period, organizations such as the Southern California 

Association of Nonprofit Housing (SCANPH) and Local Initiatives Support 

Corporation (LISC) provided technical assistance to nascent CDCs (Goetz, 1993; 

Leavitt, 1996). The reform efforts of the 1980s and early 1990s focused primarily 

on stabilizing rents and developing incentives for increased development of 

affordable housing.

d. Code Enforcement Reform, 1996-1998

The City of Los Angeles undertook a major code enforcement reform effort 

near the end of the 1990s. Initiated by a group of community leaders who began 

meeting to discuss the problem of slum housing in the city, the reform process 

eventually resulted in the creation of a new $8 million Systematic Code 

Enforcement Program (SCEP) by the city council. In contrast to a previous 

complaint-based code enforcement system, SCEP was designed to be 

“proactive” in addressing housing deterioration, with the goal of inspecting all
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apartments in the city every three years. The experience of this successful 

reform may provide lessons on building political consensus for similar efforts.

In the Fall of 1996, a group of community leaders and political activists 

came together to discuss the growing problem of deteriorated housing conditions 

in Los Angeles. The group became known as the “Blue Ribbon Citizens’ 

Committee on Slum Housing” (BRC) and quickly caught the attention of local 

governmental officials. Made up of public interest attorneys, religious leaders, 

academics, real estate developers, executives of local nonprofit organizations, 

and other civic leaders, the BRC oversaw research by UCLA students into the 

current housing code enforcement activities in Los Angeles. On the heels of an 

article in the Los Angeles Times that documented the horrible conditions of the 

worst apartment buildings in the city, in July 1997 the BRC issued its first report, 

a scathing review of the Department of Building and Safety’s compliant-based 

inspection program (Blue Ribbon Citizens Committee on Slum Housing, 1997).

The release of the BRC report prompted an immediate reaction, and 

support for the BRC call to radically reform code enforcement in the city quickly 

gained ground. The City Council formed an Ad Hoc Committee on Substandard 

Housing to respond to the BRC’s findings, leading to a nearly unanimous vote 

from the council on completely revamping of how the city approaches code 

enforcement. Responsibility for multifamily code enforcement was transferred 

from the Department of Building and Safety to a new unit in the city’s Housing 

Department -  funded by a $1 monthly, per-unit rental surcharge -  that was
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charged with inspecting all 750,000 apartments in the city at least once every 

three years.

Though this overhaul of the city’s multifamily code enforcement activities 

was relatively rapid, it was not without opposition from traditionally strong 

business and landlord interests. There were several factors, however, that led to 

the eventual political consensus. One was the timing of the reform effort. Los 

Angeles was still recovering from economic recession and the 1992 civil unrest 

and 1994 earthquake during this time period, and local policymakers and 

activists had become increasingly concerned about property decline. There had 

recently been several task forces formed by the city to look at slum housing and 

property abandonment. These conditions provided a receptive audience for 

radical policy change regarding slum housing in the city. The amenable policy 

environment, however, was not enough alone to account for the success of the 

reform effort.

Probably the most important factor was the dedicated work of a broad- 

based coalition that advocated for the policy change, both from within and 

outside the municipal policy environment. Rather than being limited to a 

traditional political pressure group of tenant and housing activists, the BRC also 

included well-respected civic and business leaders who were able to complement 

the activists’ passion for reform with their own political connections and savvy. 

The BRC’s research provided “hard numbers” that demonstrated the need for 

reform, and they cleverly got their message out through the local media. Rather
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than focusing on slum housing as a problem between tenants and landlords, the 

issue was framed as something that affects the entire “LA community.” Just as 

important as the BRC’s work was the dedicated effort of city staff who oversaw 

the minutiae of the policy change and program development. These advocates 

from within the municipal structure were critical in achieving political consensus 

on the issue.

The work of the BRC and other housing advocates from both within and 

outside the city was clearly successful in that it resulted in a complete revamping 

of the city’s multifamily housing code enforcement program, one designed to deal 

with current slum housing conditions and to prevent future deterioration in the 

housing stock. Whether it is adequately meeting its goals is an open question. 

An audit commissioned by the City Controller found that the program would need 

seven times the current number of inspectors to meet its three-year goal.27 

Administrators of SCEP, however, claim that the program led to approximately 

$450 million of investment in repairs as a result of inspections over its first four 

years.28

27 The audit is available at: http://www.lacitv.org/ctr/audits/scep.pdf

28 For a more thorough analysis of the code enforcement reform process in Los Angeles, see 
Pitkin, 2003.
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e. Housing Crisis Task Force and Affordable Housing Trust 
Fund, 1999-2003

In the Fall of 1999, the City Council convened a Housing Crisis Task 

Force to study the crisis of housing affordability in the city and develop 

recommendations for addressing the supply of affordable housing.29 The Task 

Force was made up of approximately 100 representatives from the business, 

nonprofit and municipal sectors, and staff from SCANPH and the city’s Housing 

Department provided key technical and organizational support. The Task Force 

issued a report in March 2000, recommending that the city create several 

mechanisms, including a $100 million Housing Trust Fund, to preserve and 

develop more affordable housing in the city. The city council and mayor 

established the Housing Trust Fund several months later with $5 million in seed 

funding, to be followed by $10 million for fiscal year 2001-2002. After several 

years of organizing by SCANPH and the Housing LA coalition, a new, more 

housing-friendly, Mayor agreed to commit to finding $100 million for the Housing 

Trust Fund by July 1, 2004. The Trust Fund campaign applied lessons from 

previous labor struggles such as the living wage campaign (Roderick, 2002; 

Dreier and Candaele 2002), but it also benefited from the experience of the 

previous reform efforts such as the Blue Ribbon Committees of the late 1980s 

and mid 1990s.

29 The Task Force Report and other related materials are available at: 
http://housinacrisisla.ucla.edu
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2. Community Reinvestment

As with efforts to provide affordable housing and address slum housing 

conditions, the City of Los Angeles has a relatively short history of activism 

regarding addressing issues of discrimination in lending, redlining, and 

community reinvestment. The impetus for federal community reinvestment 

legislation in the mid 1970s came primarily from community activism in Chicago 

(Squires, 1994), but after the successful development of statewide coalitions in 

California, such as the California Reinvestment Committee and the Greenlining 

Coalition during the 1980s, there was more activism at local levels in the state, 

including Los Angeles (Rosen, 1992).

a. Communities for Accountable Reinvestment (CAR) and the 
Los Angeles Community Reinvestment Committee, 1989-94

A catalyst for community-based action around lending issues in Los 

Angeles was the announcement by Bank of America in 1988 that it would be 

closing branches in South Central Los Angeles. Local activists formed a coalition 

called Communities for Accountable Reinvestment (CAR) in 1989 to advocate for 

Bank of America and other financial institutions to keep reinvestment 

commitments required under the Community Reinvestment Act. Made up of 

organizations representing non-profit housing developers, tenant organizations, 

and other fair housing and consumer advocacy groups30, CAR documented

30 According to a 1992 CAR pamphlet, member organizations included: Black Employees 
Association, City of West Hollywood, Civic Center Barrio, Coalition for Economic Survival, 
Concerned Citizens of South Central Los Angeles, Esperanza Community Housing Corporation,
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disparities in lending in low-income and minority Los Angeles neighborhoods and 

negotiated community reinvestment agreements with banks, especially those 

undergoing mergers (e.g. Mitsui Bank, Bank of America and Security Pacific 

Bank).

CAR’s advocacy eventually led to the development at the end of 1990 of 

the Los Angeles Community Reinvestment Committee (LACRC), a “public/private 

partnership” set up to address the disparities in financial services across Los 

Angeles neighborhoods. The Committee was made up of community members 

from CAR, representatives from the banking industry, and city staff, and it was 

chaired by Donald Mullane, Executive Vice President of Bank of America.31 

Charged with the task of developing “new financial institution programs or 

projects to meet the credit and financial service needs of low and moderate 

income communities in the City of Los Angeles,” LACRC quickly focused on the 

financial needs of South Central Los Angeles. In the South Central Los Angeles 

Demonstration Project, LACRC proposed increasing financing for economic 

development and affordable housing and increasing technical assistance and 

consumer services in this area of the city.

CAR had advocated for a “community-controlled” South Central Los 

Angeles Community Development Federal Credit Union, and LACRC proposed

Fair Housing Congress of Southern California, Fair Housing Program of Riverside County, Little 
Tokyo Service Center, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Ward Economic Development 
Corporation, and West Hollywood Community Housing Corporation.

31 Donald Mullane was also a member of the 1988 Blue Ribbon Citizens Committee for Affordable 
Housing and vice chair of the 1997-8 Blue Ribbon Citizens Committee on Slum Housing
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in its Phase I report in 1991 that the city establish a Multi-Bank Community 

Development Corporation to encourage and coordinate investment in the city’s 

needy areas. Eventually, the experience of CAR and the Los Angeles 

Community Reinvestment Committee led to the establishment of the Community 

Financial Resource Center (CFRC) in 1993. CFRC is a certified Community 

Development Financial Institution by the U.S. Department of the Treasury and 

was set up to provide business and consumer services, such as technical 

assistance for small businesses, micro-enterprise lending, and home loan 

counseling. From 1993 to 2002, CFRC assisted over 300 businesses through its 

programs and made almost 500 micro-loans and 77 small business loans, 

investing a total of $7 million in partnership with banks and the City of Los 

Angeles.

b. “Don’t Borrow Trouble” Campaign and Predatory Lending 
Ordinance, 2000-2003

The growth of subprime lending over the past decade and community 

activism regarding the predatory practices of some lenders have recently caught 

the attention of legislators and policy makers across the country. Since 1999, 

eleven states and twelve cities have adopted legislation to curb predatory 

lending, and there were about 145 predatory lending bills introduced in 2001 and 

2002 across the country (Mozilo, 2003). In California, Migden’s AB 489 was 

approved by the Governor on October 10, 2001, restricting several predatory 

lending practices, such as: not providing sufficient disclosure on loan terms to
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borrowers, lending without a borrowers ability to repay the loan, balloon 

payments, negative amortization, and lending without a tangible net benefit to the 

consumer. 32 For some consumer advocates, the final version of AB 489 

represented a compromise with the financial services industry, leading to policy 

development at the local level to address predatory lending.

Oakland was the first California city to pass an anti-predatory lending 

ordinance, followed by the City of Los Angeles. The Oakland City Council 

unanimously passed an ordinance on October 2, 2001 to amend the municipal 

code and prohibit several predatory home lending practices and provide 

enforcement measures.33 At the same time, a “Don’t Borrow Trouble” campaign 

in Los Angeles led to the passage of a predatory lending ordinance at the end of 

2002, which lowers the rate and fee thresholds of loans covered by the consumer 

protections, requires counseling and disclosure of credit scores and appraisals 

on the high cost loans, and imposes liability on assignees or holders of the loan 

for violations committed by the lender. The “Don’t Borrow Trouble” campaign 

was initiated by Freddie Mac to inform consumers about the dangers of predatory 

lending and provided seed money and training in Los Angeles and several other 

U.S. cities. In Los Angeles, the city’s Housing Department coordinated the 

campaign, which was supported by public interest law firms, consumer advocate

32 For the text of the bill, see: http://www.leainfo.ca.aov for the 2001 -2002 legislative session.

33 Ordinance 12361 § 2 (part), 2001. For the text of the ordinance, see: 
http://www.acorn.ora/acorn10/predatorvlendina/plreports/oakland ordinance.htm. For more 
information on the Oakland Municipal Code see: http://bpc.iserver.net/codes/oakland/.
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organizations, fair housing groups, and other community organizations.34 Both 

the Oakland and Los Angeles ordinances were challenged in lawsuits brought by 

the American Financial Services Association, a trade group for the subprime 

lending industry, which argued that the ordinances were preempted by state AB 

489. The Oakland ordinance was upheld by Alameda County Superior Court in 

June 2002 and again in September 2003 by California's First District Court of 

Appeals.35 This most recent ruling likely opens the door for Oakland and Los 

Angeles to move forward in enforcing their ordinances and for other local 

jurisdictions in the state to move ahead with developing similar policies.

D. Conclusions

Despite the heritage of Los Angeles as a metropolis created by pro-growth 

ideology and peddlers of the American Dream, the city has experienced an 

increasing housing crisis over the past several decades, both in terms of 

disinvestment in the housing stock and the politics related to housing the city’s 

residents. With continued population growth and increasing demand for housing, 

Los Angeles has been home to rising activism regarding housing and community 

reinvestment over the past quarter century. Formerly known as a business- 

friendly, developer-dominated locale typical of Western cities, Los Angeles has 

taken on the image of urban decay and community activism previously afforded

34 For more information on the ordinance and the “Don’t Borrow Trouble” campaign that led to the 
adoption of this ordinance, see: http://www.lacitv.org/lahd/borrow.htm

35 The First District Appellate Court’s opinion is available at: 
http://www.courtinfo.ca.qov/opinions/documents/A100258.PDF
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primarily to Eastern cities in the U.S. With the mounting community and political 

concern with housing and neighborhood issues in the city, there are indications 

of processes of disinvestment in the residential areas of Los Angeles over the 

past decade. Distinct from the urban disinvestment of the 1970s and 1980s in 

Eastern “rust-belt" cities, these processes represent new forms of disinvestment, 

resulting not from reduced demand for housing, but rather from increased 

demand.
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CHAPTER 3: Race, Place and Subprime Lending

A. Introduction

As outlined in Chapter 1, the past several decades have seen the 

development of a wide body of literature on urban disinvestment by financial 

institutions in the U.S., especially with regard to discriminatory practices and 

redlining in inner-city areas. As documented by these researchers, banks and 

other financial institutions disinvested in urban areas by closing bank branches 

and reducing the amount of capital flowing to these areas. More recently, 

researchers have begun to look at the growing phenomena of subprime lending 

and how it affects consumers and urban neighborhoods, representing a new type 

of disinvestment in which the concern is not whether loans are available but 

rather on what terms credit is provided to residents of traditionally redlined 

neighborhoods. Given the relatively low level of activism around issues of 

redlining and community reinvestment in Los Angeles, however, there has been 

little research into disinvestment and discrimination by lending institutions in this 

city.

The few studies on financial services disinvestment in Los Angeles that do 

exist have tended to focus on traditional dynamics of redlining before the 1990s. 

Dymski and Veitch (1994 and 1996) examined the retreat of banks from low- 

income and minority areas of Los Angeles during the 1980s and the growth of 

“second-tier” financial institutions such as check cashers in these neighborhoods.
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They uncovered “racially disparate lending” in the city during the 1980s, as 

“neighborhoods with high concentrations of African American and/or Latino 

American populations received less than half the number of residential loans 

issued in white areas with comparable incomes (Dymski and Veitch, 1994, p. 

172). These disparities were not affected by changes in the lending market 

during the 1980s, when bank failures and mergers decreased the numbers of 

lenders active in Los Angeles. Likewise, Reibel (2000) found that residents of 

African American or Latino neighborhoods were more likely than residents of 

other neighborhoods to be denied mortgage loans in 1990, even when controlling 

for other socio-economic differences. There has been no study published, 

however, looking at these issues during the 1990s, when lending in many of 

these neighborhoods increased, due largely to the growth in subprime lending.

In order to address the gap in research on disinvestment by financial institutions 

in the City of Los Angeles during the 1990s, I seek to answer the following 

question in this chapter: what is the relationship between subprime refinance 

mortgage lending and neighborhood characteristics?

B. Results

The subprime refinance market in the City of Los Angeles grew 

substantially over the 1990s. There were more than 160,000 refinance 

applications made to subprime lenders from 1993 to 2000, and subprime lenders 

originated more than 40,000 refinance loans during this time period. While the
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number of refinance applications to prime lenders from 1993 to 2000 grew at a 

modest rate of 2 percent annually, the number of subprime applications grew at 

an annual average rate of 24 percent. Because the subprime market tends to 

have higher loan denial rates than the prime market, the disparity in growth in 

actual loans originated between subprime and prime lenders was not as great as 

in applications, though it still existed. The number of subprime originations grew 

at an annual rate of 10 percent from 1993 to 2000, compared to 7 percent for 

prime originations. Not surprisingly, the market share of subprime lenders in Los 

Angeles also grew during the 1990s.

Figure 3.1

Increased Share of Refinance Market for Subprime Lenders 
in the City of Los Angeles, 1993-2000
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As shown in Figure 3.1, the percent of refinance applications and originations 

that were subprime grew from less than 10 percent in 1993 to more than 40 

percent for applications and more than 20 percent for originations in 2000. 

Though not quite as dramatic as in other parts of the U.S., the growth in 

subprime lending in the City of Los Angeles during the 1990s was substantial 

and followed many similar dynamics to those uncovered in previous research in 

terms of who refinances on the subprime market.

Figure 3.2

Subprime Refinance Applications by Race of Applicant 
in the City of Los Angeles, 1993-2000
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As in research on subprime lending in other metropolitan areas, I found a 

strong relationship between subprime lending and the race, income, and 

neighborhood characteristics of applicants in Los Angeles. The likelihood of
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applicants refinancing on the subprime market varies greatly according to their 

race or ethnicities. African Americans are by far the most likely racial group to 

apply for, or receive, refinance loans from subprime lenders. Nearly half of 

African Americans who applied for refinance loans from 1993 to 2000 applied to 

subprime lenders, compared to about a quarter of Latinos and less than 15 

percent of Whites and Asians. The racial disparities are even greater in loans 

originated. More than a third of African Americans who received refinance loans 

during this time period received them from subprime lenders, compared to about 

15 percent of Latinos and 8 percent of Whites and Asians. As shown in Figures 

3.2 and 3.3, there has been a general increase in subprime lending for all four 

racial groups over time, but these disparities between the groups -  especially 

between African Americans and the other groups -  were also relatively 

consistent over the 1990s.
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Figure 3.3

Subprime Refinance Loans by Race of Applicant 
in the City of Los Angeles, 1993-2000
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In order to more rigorously analyze the importance of race of applicants in 

subprime lending, I conducted logistic regression analysis to control for other 

factors that might influence whether an applicant refinances on the prime or 

subprime market.36 Using data from year 2000,1 created three logistic 

regression models to predict whether an applicant will apply to a subprime lender 

for a refinance loan (see Table 3.1): one with just individual-level characteristics 

such as applicant income, loan amount, the race and gender of the applicant, 

and the institution that regulates the lender (Model 1); one with the individual- 

level characteristics plus several proxies for financial capacity and

36 See Appendix 2 for more information on the logistic regression models.
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creditworthiness37 (Model 2); and one with the individual-level variables plus 

neighborhood level characteristics such as the majority racial/ethnic group, the 

proportion of housing units built within the last 10 years, the percentage of 

population over age 25 with at least a BA degree, the poverty rate, the 

accessibility of local banks (defined as the number of bank branches within 3 

miles of the census tract per capita), and the percent of owner-occupied units tax 

delinquent (Model 3).

37 These models follow closely the methodology employed in the study on subprime lending in 
New Jersey (Zimmerman et a)., 2002). Because the current HMDA dataset does not contain any 
indication of creditworthiness (other than applicant income), I include several measures to serve 
as proxies of financial capacity that may indicate the creditworthiness of applicants. The 
Payment Ratio is the ratio of the monthly mortgage payment (calculated assuming a 30-year loan 
at prevailing interest rates) divided by the applicant’s monthly income as reported in HMDA. A 
high ratio may indicate a lower level of financial capacity, while a low ratio is assumed to indicate 
a high level of capacity to pay back the loan. I also included several dummy variables of the 
different decisions taken on an application if not originated (e.g. Application approved but not 
accepted by applicant, Application denied, Application withdrawn, File incomplete, Loan 
purchased by institution) as well as if one of the reasons identified for the application being 
denied was Poor credit history. Because these variables indicate asset and credit limitations, 
their inclusion in the model should account for financial capacity and creditworthiness, which the 
results seem to bear out.
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Table 3.1. Logistic Regression Model Predicting an Applicant applying to a Subprime Lender, City 
of Los Angeles, 2000.

Intercept 
Applicant Income 
Loan Amount 
FHA-insured loan 
Owner-Occupied 
OCC-regulated lender 
FRB-regulated lender 
FDIC-regulated lender 
OTS-regulated lender 
Asian or Pacific Islander 
Black 
Hispanic 
Native American 
Other Race 
Race not provided 
Race not applicable 
Female 
Payment Ratio 
Payment Ratio Squared 
Application approved but not 
accepted
Application denied 
Application withdrawn 
File incomplete 
Loan purchased by institution 
Poor credit history 
Majority Asian/PI census tract 
Majority Black census tract 
Majority Latino census tract 
No Race Majority census tract 
Pet. Units Built in last 10 years 
Pet. Population >25 with a BA Degree 
Pet. Population Poor 
Banks within 3 miles of census tract 
Pet. of Owner Units Tax Delinquent

* significant at .05 level 
** significant at .01 level 
***significant at .001 level

City of Los Angeles, 2000
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Odds Odds Odds
Coeff. Ratio Coeff. Ratio Coeff. Ratio
0.305 ** - -0.751 *** -0.979 *** -

-0.002 *** 0.998 -0.001 ** 0.999 -0.001 * 0.999
0.000 1.000 -0.001 *** 0.999 0.000 1.000

-4.642 *** 0.010 -4.577 *** 0.010 -4.687 *** 0.009
0.160 1.173 0.168 1.183 0.288 ** 1.334

-1.960 *** 0.141 -1.873 *** 0.154 -1.875 *** 0.153
-0.451 *** 0.637 -0.228 0.796 -0.237 0.789
0.323 ** 1.382 0.742 *** 2.100 0.787 *** 2.197

-3.535 *** 0.029 -3.389 *** 0.034 -3.388*** 0.034
-0.079 0.924 -0.129 0.879 -0.193 0.824
1.012*** 2.751 0.913*** 2.492 0.601 *** 1.823
0.406 *** 1.501 0.267 *** 1.306 0.055 1.057
1.000* 2.718 0.740 2.097 0.556 1.743
0.396* 1.486 0.342 1.407 0.289 1.335
1.135 *** 3.112 0.961 *** 2.615 0.895 *** 2.447

-1.757*** 0.173 -1.514*** 0.220 -1.633*** 0.195
-0.103 0.902 -0.043 0.957 -0.039 0.962

1.585 *** 4.879 1.241 *** 3.458
-0.470 *** 0.625 -0.380 *** 0.684

1.153 *** 3.168 1.149 *** 3.154

1.385 *** 3.995 1.349 *** 3.855
1.418*** 4.130 1.409 *** 4.091
1.782 *** 5.941 1.754 *** 5.780
0.039 1.039 0.022 1.023

-0.646 *** 0.524 -0.678 *** 0.507
-0.289 0.749
0.077 1.080
0.144 1.155
0.124 1.132
0.245 1.277

-0.879 ** 0.415
-0.144 0.866
3.595 36.406
3.588 *** 36.165
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The logistic regression analysis clearly shows that race does play a 

significant factor in whether consumers apply to subprime lenders. In particular, 

the results show that being African American significantly increases the chances 

of an applicants applying to a subprime lender. The odds ratios in the regression 

results signify how much a variable increases or decreases the odds of an 

applicant applying to a subprime lender -  as opposed to a prime lender -  

independent of all of the other variables in the model. Variables with odds ratios 

above 1.0 have the effect of increasing the odds of a person applying to a 

subprime lender, independent of all the other variables, while those with odds 

ratios below one decrease the odds. Therefore, in Model 1, being African 

American increases the odds by 2.75, or, in other words, black applicants are 

175 percent more likely than white applicants with other similar individual 

characteristics such as income and loan amount to apply to subprime lenders for 

refinance loans. With the inclusion of the financial capacity proxies and 

neighborhood variables in Models 2 and 3, the effect of being African American 

decreases but does not disappear. According to Model 3, African Americans are 

still 82 percent more likely than white applicants to apply to subprime lenders, 

even after controlling for individual characteristics, financial capacity, and 

neighborhood characteristics.

Not surprisingly, there is also a strong association between subprime 

lending and income, as applicants with lower incomes have higher rates of 

subprime lending in the city. In each of the logistic models, the applicant income
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variable is negative, meaning that the lower the income of the applicant, the 

higher the probability of someone applying to a subprime lender as opposed to a 

prime lender in 2000. While subprime lending levels have risen for all three 

income groups over the past decade, low and middle income applicants have 

consistently been between 1.4 and 2.5 times as likely as high income persons to 

apply for subprime loans (see Figure 3.4).38 

Figure 3.4

Suprime Refinance Loans by Income of Applicant 
in the City of Los Angeles, 1993-2000
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38 The income categories were determined by calculating the ratio between the income of the 
applicant (reported in the HMDA dataset) to the median household income (MHI) for Los Angeles 
County for the year in which the application was made. Persons with incomes below 80 percent 
of the county’s MHI were classified as “low-income,” those between 80 and 120 percent “middle- 
income,” and those above 120 percent “high-income.” The annual MHI for 1993-1999 are from 
the Census Bureau’s Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates model 
(http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/stctv/estimate.html). The MHI for 2000 is from the 2000 
Census of Population and Housing.
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While much of this disparity is probably due to the fact that lower income 

applicants are more likely to have had credit problems that would not qualify 

them for prime rate loans, some of it might be due to the fact that subprime 

lenders are most active in low income neighborhoods, limiting the options of 

lower income residents of these areas who have good credit records.

Indeed, the concentration of subprime lending varies by neighborhood 

type in the city, leaving residents of some neighborhoods much more dependent 

on subprime lending than those in other neighborhoods where prime lenders are 

more active. Not surprising given the higher probability of African Americans 

applying to subprime lenders, subprime lending is most concentrated in African 

American neighborhoods: subprime lenders accounted for more than half of 

refinance applications and nearly 4 in 10 of actual refinance loans originated in 

neighborhoods with a majority of African American residents in 2000 (see Table 

3.2).

Table 3.2. Subprime Lending by Majority Race in Neighborhood in City 
of Los Angeles, 2000

Majority Race 
Neighborhoods

Percent Applications to 
Subprime Lenders

Percent Loans by 
Subprime Lenders

African American 56.9% 39.3%
Latino 50.1% 28.3%
Mixed 43.0% 23.2%
Asian/PI 40.4% 27.9%
White 31.0% 14.6%
Sources: FFIEC, HUD

Distinct from studies of other parts of the country, there is also a relatively high 

level of subprime lending concentration in majority Latino neighborhoods: half of
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refinance applications and 28 percent of loans in Latino neighborhoods were 

subprime in 2000. Mixed neighborhoods (i.e. those in which no race or ethnic 

group is a majority) and Asian/Pacific Islander neighborhoods have similar levels 

of subprime lending, while White neighborhoods have the lowest.39

To demonstrate how concentrated lending relates to neighborhood 

characteristics besides income and race, Table 3.3 shows the average values of 

several neighborhood indicators by the level of subprime lending. Since previous 

research has shown that subprime lending tends to be most concentrated in 

deteriorated urban core areas that are home to low-income minorities, we might 

expect that areas with high levels of subprime lending would tend to have older 

housing stock and a more mixed density pattern. While high subprime areas do 

tend to have lower levels of owner occupancy than neighborhoods with lower 

levels of subprime lending, they are not very different in terms of the proportion of 

single-family dwellings or new housing units. High and low subprime lending 

areas do differ, however, in several socio-economic terms. Areas with high 

levels of subprime lending have higher poverty rates (on average, triple those of 

neighborhoods with very low levels of subprime applications), higher immigration 

levels (on average, double that of neighborhoods with very low levels of 

subprime applications), lower educational levels (just more than 10 percent

39 It is interesting to note that in the individual-level analysis (Figures 3.2 and 3.3), Whites and 
Asian/PI applicants were just as likely to refinance on the subprime market, but majority-Asian 
neighborhoods have higher degrees of subprime lending. This discrepancy is due to the fact that 
most Asians live in majority-White or majority-Latino neighborhoods, and the six majority-Asian 
neighborhoods in the city are in central and south Los Angeles, near low-income and heavily 
Latino and African American neighborhoods.
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college graduates compared to more than 40 percent in very low subprime 

areas), and lower per capita incomes (less than a third of those in very low 

subprime areas). Somewhat surprisingly, areas with high levels of subprime 

lending have, on average, more accessible banks than areas with moderate or 

even low levels of subprime lending. This is likely due to the fact that most of the 

high subprime census tracts are near the central part of the city, home to the 

financial services sector.
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Table 3.3. Levels of Subprime Lending and Neighborhood Characteristics in City of Los 
Angeles, 2000

Neighborhood
Characteristics Levels of Subprime Applications_______ Levels of Subprime Originations

Very
Low Low Moderate High

Very
Low Low Moderate High

Avg. Percent 
of Units Owner 

Occupied 56% 46% 40% 31% 45% 46% 45% 37%
Avg. Percent 
Units Single 

Family 
Dwellings 57% 55% 52% 48% 48% 55% 58% 54%

Avg. Percent 
Units Built 

within last 10 
Years 6% 5% 6% 6% 7% 5% 6% 5%

Avg. Percent 
Population 

Poor 10% 16% 22% 31% 15% 16% 20% 28%
Avg. Percent 

with BA or 
Grad Degree 48% 28% 17% 11% 41% 31% 19% 12%
Avg. Percent 

Population Not 
Citizens 14% 23% 29% 32% 20% 21% 27% 29%

Per Capita 
Income $44,650 $22,594 $15,199 $11,646 $38,040 $26,096 $17,464 $13,110

Banks within 3 
miles per 

1,000 
Residents 15.8 11.2 9.8 13.5 17.2 11.6 9.0 12.1

Sources: FFIEC, 2000 Census, FDIC

To more rigorously evaluate the factors that determine the concentration 

of subprime lending in California neighborhoods, I conducted regression analysis 

to control for various variables that might affect the level of subprime lending and 

look at how these factors vary over time. I created ordinary least squares (OLS)
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regression models at the census tract-level to explore several neighborhood 

characteristics -  including racial makeup, housing type and age, socio-economic 

status of residents, and accessibility to bank branches -  that might explain where 

subprime lending was most concentrated in 1993 and 2000 (see Table 3.4 

below).40 There are models for both years 1993 and 2000 for the percent of 

refinance applications subprime (dependent variables: PESRA93 and PESRA00) 

and the percent of originations subprime (dependent variables: PESR093 and 

PESRO00). There is an additional set of models for 2000 that include the 

percent of owner occupied housing units that were tax delinquent (PERTD), 

which serves as a proxy for perceived neighborhood risk. For the 1993 models, 

the independent variables are from 1990 census data and bank branch data from 

1994, while the data for the 2000 models are from 2000 census, bank branch, 

and tax delinquency data.

40 See Appendix 2 for more information on the OLS regression models.
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Table 3.4. Ordinary Least Squares Models Predicting Concentration of Subprime Lending in City 
of Los Angeles Census Tracts, 1993 and 2000__________________________________________

Subprime Lending 1993
City of Los Angeles: n = 689 689
Dependent Variable: PESRA93 PESR093

b Beta b Beta

Ethnicity
Const
PERBLA
PERLAT
PERASIA

0.056*** 
0.172*** |  
0.058*** a, 

-0.064** -0.085

0.040***
0.110*** I
0 .043" a 

-0 .063" -0.092
Housing PERSFD

PERYRB10
0.010

-0.016
0.041

-0.027
0.009

-0.002
0.040

-0.005
Socio/
Economic

PERCOLL
PERPOV

-0.075**
0.075**

-0.159
0.123

-0.037 
0.070* I

-0.088

BANKPC 0.197 0.046 -0.075 -0.019

R-Square 0.570 0.326

Subprime Lending 2000
City of Los Angeles: n =

* significant at .05 
"  significant at .01 
" ‘ significant at .00

689

evel
level

level

684
Dependent Variable: PESRA00 PESRO00

b Beta b Beta

Ethnicity
Const
PERBLA
PERLAT
PERASIA

0.452***
0.240***
0.042
0.062

0.300
0.088
0.046

0.195*** 
0.281 *** 
0.039 
0.038

0.080
0.028

Housing PERSFD
PERYRB10

-0.029*
0.145*

-0.061
0.060

0.043*
0.034

0.089
0.014

Socio/
Economic

PERCOLL
PERPOV

-0.368*** |  
0.069 0.063

-0.222***
0.063

-0.310
0.055

BANKPC 0.970*** 0.109 0.194 0.021

R-Square 0.594 0.344
* significant at .05 evel
* *  s ig n ific a n t a t  .01 leve l 

‘ "significant at .001 level
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Subprime Lending 2000 (with Tax Delinquency, PERTD)
City of Los Angeles: n = 679_________  674

Dependent Variable: PESRA00 PESRO00

b Beta b Beta

Ethnicity
Const
PERBLA
PERLAT
PERASIA

0.427***
0.218***
0.046
0.080*

0.097
0.059

0.170*** 
0.271 *** | 
0.048 
0.069

0.098
0.050

Housing PERSFD
PERYRB10

-0.026
0.136*

-0.054
0.057

0.046*
0.014

0.093
0.006

Socio/
Economic

PERCOLL
PERPOV

-0.351 *** 
0.028 0.026

-0.201 *** 
0.034 0.030

BANKPC
PERTD

0.951 *** 
0.326**

0.108
0.106

0.155
0.233

0.017
0.074

R-Square 0.605 0.354
* significant at .05 evel
** significant at .01 level 
‘ “ significant at .001 level

The results from the OLS regression analysis confirm the relationships 

discussed above but also show some surprising trends. The proportion of 

African Americans in a neighborhood has been the most consistent predictor of 

the level of subprime lending in Los Angeles. In all of the regression models the 

percentage of African Americans (PERBLA) is highly statistically significant and 

often the most important variable in the models. For example, even when 

controlling for housing type and age, the socio-economic status of residents, and 

local banking opportunities, the percentage of applications going to subprime 

lenders in a census tract would be expected to increase by two percentage 

points for every ten percentage point increase in African Americans in the area in 

both 1993 and 2000. The standardized coefficients (in the columns titled “Beta”
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in Table 3.4) provide evidence of the relative importance of the variables in the 

model, and they show that the percentage of African Americans is among the top 

two variables in all of the models. In 2000, however, the educational level 

variable (PERCOLL) is more important than the African American variable in the 

subprime application models and just about as important as the proportion of 

African Americans in the subprime originations models, according to the Beta 

values.

Therefore, subprime lending tends to be more concentrated in 

predominantly African American neighborhoods and areas with low levels of 

educational attainment, and this variation cannot be explained merely by 

differences in socio-economic status or other neighborhood characteristics.

While residents of these neighborhoods do tend to have lower levels of socio

economic status, which would decrease their likelihood of qualifying for a prime 

loan, the racial makeup remains an important factor. Even when controlling for 

perceived neighborhood risk, which might explain why prime lenders would be 

less active in certain neighborhoods, the explanatory power of racial makeup is 

not eliminated. In the model using the percentage of owner-occupied properties 

that were tax delinquent in 2000 as a proxy for neighborhood risk, the percentage 

of African Americans is the most important factor in predicting the proportion of 

refinance originations that were subprime and the second most important factor 

in predicting the proportion of refinance applications going to subprime lenders.
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Another helpful use of the logistic regression results in Table 3.1 is to 

evaluate the role that the neighborhood characteristics play in determining 

whether someone applies to a subprime lender. While the results are somewhat 

mixed, the models indicate that where someone lives plays an important role in 

the application process, independent of the individual characteristics of 

applicants. In model 3, the educational level of residents and percent of 

properties tax delinquent in the census tract are statistically significant predictors 

of the likelihood of an application going to a subprime lender. What this means is 

that, independent of one’s own individual characteristics such as race and 

income, living in an area with a low educational level or high level of tax 

delinquency increases the odds of applying to a subprime lender as opposed to a 

prime lender.

Given the astounding growth in the subprime lending industry during the 

1990s, I was also interested in how this growth was distributed across 

neighborhoods in the City of Los Angeles. Because subprime lending tends to 

be most common in low-income and minority neighborhoods, I expected that 

these types of neighborhoods would have experienced the most growth in 

subprime lending over the past decade; but the results were somewhat mixed.

As shown in the map in Figure 3.5, the reach of subprime lenders in Los Angeles 

expanded greatly during the last decade. In 1993, subprime lenders received 

less than 25 applications from almost all census tracts in the city and were very 

active only in pockets in the central and northern parts of the city. By 2000,
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subprime lenders were receiving large numbers of applications from census 

tracts all over the city. Very few tracts in the city experienced a decrease in the 

concentration of subprime lending from 1993 to 2000, and nearly all tracts in the 

city saw increases from between one to fifty percentage points over the time 

period (see Table 3.5).

Figure 3.5

Refinance Mortgage Applications to Subprime Lenders in 
the City of Los Angeles, 1993 and 2000

1993

- a -  V- 26 • 50

51 -7 5

1 2 6 -1

Number of Applications Subprime

Data Sources: FFIEC and HUD
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Table 3.5. Change in Concentration of Subprime Lending in City of Los Angeles 
Census Tracts, 1993-2000____________________________________________

Change in Percentage 
Points from 1993 to 2000

Percent Applications 
Subprime

Percent Originations 
Subprime

Zero or below 0.0% 8.3%
1 to 25% 21.9% 72.2%
26 to 50% 72.4% 18.3%
51 to 75% 5.4% 0.9%
76 to 100% 0.3% 0.3%
Total 100.0% 100.0%
N (689) (684)
Sources: FFIEC, HUD

Due to the rapid growth in the subprime market during the 1990s, nearly 

all census tracts in the City of Los Angeles experienced high growth rates in the 

number of subprime applications and loans from 1993 to 2000. As shown in 

Table 3.6, no census tracts in the city witnessed a decline in subprime 

applications from 1993 to 2000 and less than 3 percent saw a decline in the 

number of refinance originations during this time period. A majority of 

neighborhoods experienced growth in the number of subprime applications and 

originations at rates over 25 percent per year.
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Table 3.6. Average Annual Growth in Subprime Lending in City of Los 
Angeles Census Tracts, 1993-2000
Average Annual Change 
1993-2000

Subprime
Applications

Subprime
Originations

Zero or below 0.0% 2.9%
1 to 25% 24.3% 43.9%
26 to 50% 52.3% 31.9%
51 to 75% 16.1% 12.8%
76 to 100% 4.0% 4.9%
More than 100% 3.4% 3.6%
Total 100.0% 100.0%
N (654) (554)
Sources: FFIEC, HUD

Looking at growth patterns by neighborhood type uncovers some 

surprising trends. Majority Asian/Pacific Islander neighborhoods experienced the 

highest growth rates in subprime lending from 1993 to 2000, though there are 

relatively few of these neighborhoods in the city (see Table 3.7). Neighborhoods 

that were racially Mixed, predominantly Latino or majority White in 2000 also saw 

high growth rates in subprime lending, while majority African American 

neighborhoods saw the lowest rates of growth -  likely due to the fact that they 

already had relatively higher levels of subprime lending in the early 1990s -  

though still at growth rates above 22 percent per year. Also surprising is the fact 

that low-income neighborhoods did not experience as rapid growth in subprime 

originations as middle and high-income areas.
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Table 3.7. Relationship Between Growth in Subprime Lending and Neighborhood Type in 
City of Los Angeles Census Tracts, 1993-2000

Neighborhood
Type

Average Annual 
Growth 1993-2000 N

Mixed 46.4% (108)
White 39.9% (232)
Latino 40.7% (275)

Subprime Applications African American 
Asian/PI

27.7%
49.9%

(35)
(4)

Low Income 40.6% (260)
Middle Income 46.0% (180)

High Income 36.4% (214)
Mixed 36.4% (83)
White 36.4% (210)
Latino 31.6% (225)

Subprime Originations African American 
Asian/PI

22.1%
117.6%

(34)
(2)

Low Income 30.9% (195)
Middle Income 35.8% (160)

High Income 35.2% (199)
Sources: FFIEC, HUD, 1990 and 2000 Census

I also created regression models of the change in concentration of 

subprime lending from 1993 to 2000, one model for applications and one for 

originations (see Table. 3.8). This analysis demonstrates that the socio

economic conditions of neighborhoods -  particularly the educational attainment 

level and income of residents -  are more important than the area’s racial makeup 

and housing type in determining how much the concentration of subprime 

applications has increased during this time period. As shown in the model 

results, the percent of residents with at least a college degree (PERCOLL) has 

the largest effect on the change in percent of applications or originations 

subprime, followed by the income of the area (LPERCAPI, or the log of per capita
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income). When it comes to the concentration of refinance originations that are 

subprime, the educational level of residents is still the most important factor but is 

followed closely by the percent of residents that are African American, 

highlighting that African American neighborhoods are especially prone to 

concentrated subprime lending.

Table 3.8. Ordinary Least Squares Regression Model Predicting Growth in Subprime Lending 
Concentration in City of Los Angeles Census Tracts, 1993-2000.____________________________

Dependent
Variable:

Difference in PESRA 
1993 to 2000

Difference in PESRO 
1993 to 2000

b Beta b Beta

Ethnicity
Const
PERBLA
PERLAT
PERASIA

0.933***
0.029

-0.036
0.093*

0.046
-0.094
0.089

0.194
0.155***
0.006
0.101

0.203
0.014
0.080

Housing PERSFD
PERYRB10

-0.041 ** 
0.140*

-0.111
0.073

0.030
0.029

0.067
0.013

Socio/
Economic

PERCOLL
LPERCAPI
PERPOV

-0.234 ***
-0.052**
-0.117*

-0.318
-0.137

-0.207**
-0.002
-0.051

-0.012
-0.049

BANK94PC 0.673** 0.096 0.205 0.024

R-Square 0.325 0.150
* significant at .05 level 
** significant at .01 level 
***significant at .001 level

With consolidation among banks and extreme growth of subprime lending 

over the past decade, some traditionally prime lenders acquired or created 

subprime subsidiaries to take advantage of this growing market segment. These 

relationships provide an opportunity to explore more deeply the bifurcation of the 

lending market between subprime and prime loans, in this case within the same 

instititutions. Looking at where the loans were made for five such lenders in the
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City of Los Angeles in 2000, we do see some tendencies of the prime parents 

focusing on majority white neighborhoods and leaving minority neighborhoods for 

their subprime subsidiaries.41 As shown in Table 3.9, Washington Mutual and 

Citibank made the majority of their loans in White neighborhoods, while their 

subprime affiliates mad the majority of loans in predominantly African American, 

Latino and mixed neighborhoods. On the other hand, Countrywide, H&R Block 

Mortgage, and National City tended to make loans similar to their subprime 

subsidiaries.

Table 3.9. Lending of Prime Parents Institutions and Subprime Affiliates by Majority Race in 
Neighborhood, City of Los Angeles, 2000 ________

Prime Parent
Subprime Affiliate Asian/PI

Majority Race in Neighborhood 
African No 

American Latino Majority White
Washington Mutual, FA 

Long Beach Mortgage
0.4%
0.6%

5.2%
11.3%

26.0%
33.6%

13.5%
16.4%

55.0%
38.1%

Countrywide Home Loans 0.3% 9.1% 35.2% 18.1% 37.3%
Full Spectrum Lending 0.1% 8.5% 39.5% 17.4% 34.6%

H & R  Block Mortgage 2.5% 7.5% 47.5% 16.3% 26.3%
Option One Mortgage 0.4% 14.1% 35.4% 17.9% 32.1%

Citibank Prime* 0.3% 4.4% 27.6% 12.6% 55.1%
Citibank Subprime** 1.2% 11.0% 57.2% 16.5% 14.2%

National City*** 0.9% 4.6% 44.1% 17.0% 33.5%
First Franklin Financial Corporation 0.3% 9.5% 36.5% 18.4% 35.3%

All Lenders 0.3% 8.8% 36.1% 16.6% 38.1%
* Citibank Prime includes data for Citibank, FSB (ID: 4-0000001235) and CitiMortgage Inc (ID: 
1-13-2999081)
** Citibank Subprime includes data for CitiFinancial Services, Inc (ID: 2-0002752077), 
CitiFinancial Mortgage Company (ID: 2-0002861287) and Travelers Bank and Trust, FSB (ID: 4- 
0000014470)
*** National City included data for National City Mortgage Company (ID: 1-31-0856949) and 
National City Bank (ID: 1-0000000786)

41 For this analysis, I depended on the previous research and advice of Kevin Stein from the 
California Reinvestment Committee (CRC). For more information and a similar analysis for other 
areas of California, see the CRC publication, “Who Really Gets Home Loans? Year Ten,” 
available at: http://www.calreinvest.org/camDaians/hmda.html
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Research on subprime lending in several major cities outside of California 

-  such as Baltimore, Atlanta, Chicago, Boston, and Newark -  has demonstrated 

a link between increased subprime lending and housing foreclosures. Using data 

on housing foreclosures in the City of Los Angeles from 1996 to 2000,1 found 

that there are signs of a possible relationship between subprime lending and 

foreclosures. The number of housing foreclosures in the City of Los Angeles 

declined more than 250 percent over this five-year period, not surprising during a 

time of economic recovery in the region. In contrast to this steady decline in 

foreclosures, however, the level of subprime lending increased almost every year 

from 1996 to 2000 in the city (see Figure 3.6).42

This might lead us to conclude that subprime lending does not have any 

relationship with the level of housing foreclosures; but if we look at the data for 

just areas with the highest concentrations of subprime lending, we see a different 

story. Among neighborhoods with very high levels of subprime lending -  defined 

as those that were in the top quarter of census tracts in the city for the percent of 

refinance originations that were subprime for every year from 1996 to 2000 -  the 

number of foreclosures rose from 1996 to 1999 before declining slightly in 2000, 

largely countering the trend in the city as a whole (see Figure. 3.7). These results 

indicate a relationship between concentrated subprime refinance lending and

42 The decline in the level of subprime originations from 1997 to 1998 is attributable to the spike in 
the overall number of refinances in 1998 due to falling interest rates. Because in a low interest 
rate environment the vast majority of these additional refinances were from prime lenders, the 
subprime share declined in 1998. However, in 1999 subprime lending continued its previous 
trend of annual increase and by 2000 had reached its pre-1998 levels in most cases.
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increasing foreclosures, even when there is a general decline overall in housing 

foreclosures in the region.

Figure 3.6
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Figure 3.7

Foreclosures in the City of Los Angeles 
and in Very High Subprime Lending Tracts
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As shown in the map in Figure 3.8 the pattern of foreclosures in the City of 

Los Angeles closely matches that of concentrated subprime lending in the city.

To control for other neighborhood characteristics that might affect the level of 

foreclosures, I created a regression model to predict the foreclosure rate for 

census tracts in the city (see Table 3.10).43 The foreclosure rate is defined as 

the number of foreclosures in 2000 per owner-occupied housing unit in the 

census tract. The results of the model show that the economic condition of the 

neighborhood (measured in this case by the poverty rate) is the most important

43 See Appendix 2.B for more information on this regression model
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factor in determining the foreclosure rate in 2000 and that the levels of subprime 

lending concentration in 1998 and 1999 are also highly significant predictors of 

the foreclosure rate. In other words, tracts with high levels of subprime lending in 

1998 and 1999 were more likely to have higher foreclosure rates than tracts with 

similar racial makeup, housing characteristics, and socio-economic conditions.

Figure 3.8

Subprime Lending and Foreclosures in the City of Los Angeles, 2000
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Table 3.10. Census Tract-level OLS Regression Models to Explain Foreclosure Rate, City of Los 
Angeles, 2000____________________________________________________________

Dependent Variable: 2000 Foreclosure Rate
b Beta

Const -0.008***
Subprime Lending PESR098 0.013*** 0.172

PESR099 0.012*** 0.152
Ethnicity PERBLA 0.004 0.075

PERLAT -0.006*** -0.170
PERASIA -0.006* -0.069

Housing PERSFD 0.009*** 0.280
PERYRB10 0.010* 0.058

Socio/Economic PERPOV 0.039*** 0.517
BANKPC -0.049** -0.081
R-Square 0.465
* significant at .05 level 
** significant at .01 level 
" ‘ significant at .001 level

C. Conclusions

The above analysis clearly shows that there was an overall growth in the 

subprime lending market in the City of Los Angeles during the 1990s, producing 

several causes for concern related to a possible new type of disinvestment by 

lending institutions in particular neighborhoods of the city. From 1993 to 2000, 

the number refinance applications received by subprime lenders grew at annual 

rate ten times more than that of applications to prime lenders. Whereas 

refinance applications that were made to subprime lenders were less than one in 

ten in 1993, nearly five in ten were subprime by 2000. Clearly, the subprime 

lending industry moved from being a minor footnote in the early 1990s to a 

significant player in the market by the end of the decade.
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My analysis confirms that this growth in the subprime market was not 

evenly distributed across socio-economic groups and neighborhoods in the city. 

African Americans have always been the most likely to apply for and receive 

loans from subprime lenders. Even when controlling for differences in income 

and financial capacity, African Americans are approximately twice as likely as 

white applicants to refinance on the subprime market. Because subprime 

lenders often target their services geographically, these disparities are 

exacerbated by where the applicants live. Residents of low-income and minority 

-  particularly majority African American -  neighborhoods are more likely to 

refinance with subprime lenders than residents of higher income and white 

neighborhoods. Regression analysis also demonstrated that neighborhoods with 

low levels of educational attainment were significantly more likely to have higher 

levels of subprime lending and have seen increases in the concentration of the 

subprime lending over the decade.

As there has been bifurcation in the mortgage industry, with prime lenders 

focusing on higher income and predominantly white areas and subprime lenders 

on lower income and minority areas, there are indications that there have been 

negative consequences for those neighborhoods that have been saturated with 

subprime lenders. Even during a time of economic recovery in the city over the 

last half of the 1990s, subprime lending grew immensely and housing 

foreclosures remained stable in high-subprime census tracts. While not 

necessarily proving a direct causal relationship between subprime lending and
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housing foreclosures, the analysis does indicate a possible link between 

concentrated subprime lending and the foreclosure rate. Anecdotal evidence 

would seem to bear this out, at least in the segment of the subprime industry that 

engages in “predatory lending” practices.
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CHAPTER 4: Disinvestment and Multifamily Housing Deterioration

Did I say slums? Los Angeles has not slums—to speak o f.. .Every year tons of copy 
go out from this county seat of make believe—never a word about slums... But 
behind the palm trees are grim four-story wooden structures affording a miserable 
shelter to tens of thousands of families.

-  Charles Abrams, 1950, p. 177

A. Introduction

The rise of subprime lending in certain neighborhoods and among racial 

minorities fits within the lending discrimination/redlining stream of the urban 

disinvestment literature. In the other stream, researchers have looked at 

“operational disinvestment” by private property owners, especially landlords of 

multifamily housing. As I argued in Chapter 2, the popular image of Los Angeles 

as a suburban paradise does not resonate with either the city’s history of political 

conflict over how to deal with poor, deteriorated housing and neighborhoods or 

with its current housing crisis. Efforts to deal with “urban blight” and slum 

housing conditions in the city began in the post-World War II period and have 

gained substantial political steam over the past two decades. Academic 

research into these processes, however, has been almost non-existent. While 

much of the operational disinvestment research has focused on Eastern “rust- 

belt” cities that have experienced severe deindustrialization and population loss, 

there has been almost no analysis of deteriorating property conditions or property 

abandonment in growing Western cities like Los Angeles.
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One exception is Krouk’s (1996) study on the role of property tax 

delinquency in neighborhood disinvestment in Los Angeles. Despite the image 

of urban disinvestment as principally a problem of Eastern cities, Krouk found a 

similar process occurring in urban Los Angeles, where tax delinquency rates 

have been on par with the “rust-belt” cities. Since there are relatively few 

consequences for not paying property taxes in Los Angeles County (tax 

delinquent properties are eligible for tax auction only after five years), property 

owners can put off tax payments for some time. This, in turn, often leads to 

maintenance problems, as building code complaints rise and building permits 

decline as tax delinquencies age. Given that decreasing property values affect 

surrounding properties, this process of disinvestment may have a spiraling effect 

on entire neighborhoods, driving down property values and giving owners little 

incentive to reinvest in their properties. To build on this previous research, but 

with a much larger and richer data set, I will seek to answer the question: what 

factors lead to deterioration in multifamily housing conditions?

B. Results

These results come from statistical analysis of an extensive dataset of 

multifamily housing inspections and conditions in the City of Los Angeles from 

January 1998 to June 2002. There were nearly 20,000 valid properties inspected 

during this time period,44 and the following tables provide summary statistics for

44 There were actually more than 85,000 inspections conducted by the Los Angeles Housing 
Department’s Code Enforcement Unit during this time period, but many of these were
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the properties under analysis. On average, the properties had approximately 12 

housing units and were about 57 years old (see Table 4.1). Perhaps not 

surprising given the reputation of Los Angeles as an area of low housing density, 

the majority of properties had relatively low numbers of units. According to Table 

4.2, nearly three-quarters of the properties had ten or fewer units. The vast 

majority of these multifamily properties were built more than 40 years ago, and 

about 45 percent were built more than 60 years ago (see Table 4.3). The 

majority of properties inspected did not have code complaints registered prior to 

their first SCEP inspection, while about 20 percent had one previous complaint 

and only 11 percent had 2 or more complaints (see Table 4.4).

Table 4.1. Summary Statistics of Properties in Code Inspection Sample, City 
of Los Angeles, N=19,876___________________________________________

Mean Std. Dev.
Number of Units 11.98 22.27
Age of Building 57.29 23.29
Number of Complaints Prior to First Inspection 0.53 1.01
Number of Building Permits Prior to First Inspection 0.19 0.91
Number of Building Permits After First Inspection 0.23 0.96

Table 4.2. Size of Buildings in Code Inspection Sample, City of Los Angeles

Number of Units Percent N
2 units 18.9% (3,756)
3-4 units 24.5% (4,874)
5-10 units 29.0% (5,765)
11 -20 units 13.3% (2,635)
> 20 units 14.3% (2,846)
Total 100.0% (19,876)

reinspections, leaving a universe of approximately 24,000 properties that were inspected. In 
order to reliably analyze the factors that lead to a General Manager’s Hearing, I limited the 
analysis to properties that had made it through the entire enforcement process (i.e. had a “closed" 
file) and were not missing any data used in the analysis. After accounting for missing data, I was 
left with a sample of 19,876 valid properties for the analysis.
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Table 4.3. Age of Properties in Code Inspection Sample, City of Los Angeles

Age of Building Percent N
< 40 years 23.2% (4,607)
40-59 years 33.1% (6,572)
60-79 years 25.1% (4,989)
80+ years 18.7% (3,708)
Total 100.0% (19,876)

Table 4.4. Complaints and Building Permits in Code Inspection Sample, City of Los 
Angeles, N=19,876______________________________________________________

2 or
0 1 more Total

Number of Complaints Prior to First Inspection 66.7% 21.8% 11.4% 100.0%
Number of Building Permits Prior to First Inspection 88.0% 8.3% 3.7% 100.0%
Number of Building Permits After First Inspection 86.7% 8.4% 4.9% 100.0%

Approximately ten percent of the code inspection cases in the sample 

(2,028 of the 19,876) resulted in a General Manager’s Hearing. The General 

Manager’s Hearing can serve as a proxy for deteriorated housing conditions 

because it results from unresponsiveness on the part of property owners to make 

necessary repairs. If inspectors find code violations at a property, they issue a 

“Notice to Comply” order to the owners and give them up to 30 days to correct 

the violations. If owners do not make the required repairs in the specified time 

frame, they can be required to appear at a General Manager’s Hearing to resolve 

the reason for noncompliance. Depending on the results of the hearings, owners 

may have to refund inspection and administrative costs to the city or be subject 

to other enforcement measures such as criminal prosecution. Given that only ten 

percent of properties in this sample ended up in General Manager’s Hearings, it
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is clearly not a common occurrence and as such likely represents just the very 

worst properties.

Analyzing the data along the lines of properties that had General 

Manager’s Hearings (GMH Properties) versus those that did not result in 

hearings (Non-GMH Properties) reveals differences in property conditions 

between these two groups. As shown in Table 4.5, properties that had General 

Manager’s Hearings were likely to have slightly more numbers of units, be older, 

had more complaints prior the first inspection, and had more building permits 

issued.

Table 4.5. Summary Statistics of GMH and Non-GMH Properties in Code Inspection Sample, 
City of Los Angeles, N=19,876

Non-GMH Properties GMH Properties 
(n=17,848) (n=2,028)
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Number of Units 11.9 22.4 13.0 21.2
Age of Building 56.9 23.3 60.4 23.1
Number of Complaints Prior to First Inspection 0.5 1.0 0.9 1.3
Number of Building Permits Prior to First Inspection 0.2 0.9 0.3 0.7
Number of Building Permits After First Inspection 0.2 0.9 0.5 1.2

These differences are even clearer when looking at the relationships

between GMH status and each of these property indicators. For example, Table 

4.6 shows an association between the age of the building and whether the 

inspections resulted in a General Manager’s Hearing. While less than 9 percent 

of the properties less than 40 years old had General Manager’s Hearings, the 

likelihood of an inspection resulting in a hearing increases along each age 

category, with more than 12 percent of properties at least 80 years old resulted in 

hearings. Similarly, the likelihood of a General Manager’s Hearing increases with
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the number of previous complaints made against properties. According to Table 

4.7, properties that had one complaint against them prior to their first inspection 

were nearly twice as likely to result in a General Manager’s Hearing, and those 

with two or more prior complaints were more than twice as likely.

Table 4.6. Relationship Between GMH Status and Age of Building, City of Los 
Angeles, N=19,876

< 40years
Age of Building 

40-59 years 60-79 years >=80 years
Non-GMH Properties 91.2% 90.6% 88.9% 87.8%
GMH Properties 8.8% 9.4% 11.1% 12.2%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
N (4607) (6572) (4989) (3708)

Table 4.7. Relationship Between GMH Status and Number of Previous 
Complaints, City of Los Angeles, N=19,876

Number of Previous Complaints 
None One Two or More

Non-GMH Properties 92.3% 86.4% 81.5%
GMH Properties 7.7% 13.6% 18.5%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
N (13262) (4342) (2272)

Not surprisingly, GMH properties are more likely than non-GMH properties to 

have had building permits issued, both before and after the first inspection (see 

Table 4.8 and Table 4.9). This disparity is even greater after the first inspection, 

as approximately 20 percent of properties with building permits resulted in 

General Manager’s Hearings, compared to less than 10 percent of properties 

with no building permits. The relationship between the building size and GMH 

status is not quite as straightforward. According to Table 4.5, properties with 

General Manager’s Hearings had more units, on average, than non-GMH 

properties. Table 4.10 shows, however, that there is not a direct relationship
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between building size and GMH status. Mid-sized properties (3-10 units) and 

large properties (more than 20 units) were most likely to have ended up in GM 

hearings.

Table 4.8. Relationship Between GMH Status and Prior Building Permits, 
City of Los Angeles, N=19,876

Number of Permits Before First Inspection
None One Two or More

Non-GMH Properties 90.3% 87.8% 82.4%
GMH Properties 9.7% 12.2% 17.6%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
N (17497) (1646) (733)

Table 4.9. Relationship Between GMH Status and Post-Inspection 
Building Permits City of Los Angeles, N=19,876

Number of Permits After First Inspection
None One Two or More

Non-GMH Properties 91.4% 80.7% 77.3%
GMH Properties 8.6% 19.3% 22.7%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
N (17238) (1672) (966)

Table 4.10. Relationship Between GMH Status and Size of Building, City of Los Angeles, 
N=19,876___________________________________________________________________

2 units
Number of Units 

3-4 units 5-10 units 11 -20 units >20 units
Non-GMH Properties 93.0% 88.7% 88.8% 90.3% 88.9%
GMH Properties 7.0% 11.3% 11.2% 9.7% 11.1%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
N (3756) (4874) (5765) (2635) (2846)

One indicator that does seem closely associated with GMH status is tax 

delinquency. Of those properties inspected from July 1999 to July 2002,45 

approximately 15 percent were tax delinquent at one time or another (see Table 

4.11). About 7 percent of properties were delinquent only before their first

45 In this section of the analysis, the sample was restricted to properties inspected in fiscal years 
2000, 2001 and 2002 because that is the time span for which tax delinquency data was available.
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inspection, less than four percent after the first inspection, and 5 percent were 

delinquent both before and after the first inspection. As shown in Table 4.12, 

properties that were tax delinquent prior to the first code inspection were almost 

twice as likely to have a General Manager’s Hearing as those that were not tax 

delinquent. This is not surprising given the body of research demonstrating a link 

between tax delinquency and deteriorated housing conditions: tax delinquency 

has been seen as an early sign in the process of housing deterioration (Krouk, 

1996).

Table 4.11. Tax Delinquency Status in Code Inspection Sample, City of Los Angeles

Tax Delinquency Status Percent N
Never Delinquent 84.7% (14,813)
Only before First Inspection 6.6% (1.161)
Only After First Inspection 3.6% (621)
Before and After First Inspection 5.1% (890)
Total 100.0% (17,485)

Table 4.12. Relationship Between GMH Status and Tax Delinquency, City of Los Angeles, 
N=17,485____________________________________________________________________

Never Delinquent

Tax Delinquency Status 
Only before First Only After First 

Inspection Inspection
Before and After 

First Inspection
Non-GMH Properties 92.0% 87.3% 76.3% 77.8%
GMH Properties 8.0% 12.7% 23.7% 22.2%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
N (14,813) (1.161) (621) (890)

What is somewhat surprising is that the properties that were tax 

delinquent only after the first inspection were twice as likely as those that were 

delinquent only before the first inspection to end up with General Manager’s 

Hearings. One might assume that owners of properties that were in the process
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of being referred to Hearings would be less likely to stop paying their property 

taxes after receiving a negative code inspection, but that does not appear to be 

the case. Not surprisingly, those properties that were habitually tax delinquent -  

i.e. both before and after the first inspection -  were also much more likely to end 

up with General Manager’s Hearings than properties that were never tax 

delinquent.

Table 4.13. Relationship Between GMH Status and Length of Tax Delinquency, City of Los

^ n s § l2 i^ ilZ s 2 2 ^ ^ = ^ ^ = = ^ = ^ = = = = = = = = ^ = = = =
Number of Years Tax Delinquent

 None_________ 1______2 or_3_____ 4 or 5 6 or more
Non-GMH Properties 92.0% 81.7% 82.4% 79.5% 73.2%
GMH Properties 8.0% 18.3% 17.6% 20.5% 26.8%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
N________________________________(14813) (1127) (697) (268) (127)

The strength of the relationship between GMH status and tax delinquency 

is further evident by looking at the length of tax delinquency. As shown in Table 

4.13, the likelihood that an inspection ends with a General Manager’s Hearing 

rises with the age of tax delinquency. Whereas GMH properties represented 

only 8 percent of the properties that were never tax delinquent and 18 percent of 

those properties that were tax delinquent for one year, they were more than 20 

percent of properties 4 or 5 years delinquent and more than 25 percent of those 

6 or more years tax delinquent. Of those properties that were tax delinquent at 

one point or another during the code enforcement process, about half were 

delinquent for one year or less, 30 percent for 2 or 3 years, 12 percent for 4 or 5 

years, and about 6 percent for 6 years or more. As shown in Table 4.14, the
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length of delinquency varies depending on whether the tax delinquency ended or 

continued after the property was inspected. Only about 16 percent of those 

properties that were tax delinquent only before the first inspection were 

delinquent for four or more years, compared to nearly a third of properties that 

were delinquent both before and after the first inspection. In other words, 

habitually tax delinquent properties were more likely to have long-term tax 

delinquencies than those properties that were not delinquent after the first 

inspection.

Table 4.14. Relationship Between Length of Tax Delinquency and Tax 
Delinquency Status, City of Los Angeles, N=1,674__________________
Number of Years Tax 
Delinquent

Tax Delinquency Status 
Only before First Before and After 

Inspection First Inspection
1 53.9% 32.2%
2 or 3 30.4% 37.2%
4 or 5 11.1% 20.4%
6 or more 4.6% 10.2%
Total 100.0% 100.0%
N (790) (884)

In addition to the individual characteristics of properties, the differences 

between GMH and non-GMH properties may also be related to the 

neighborhoods in which they are located. As shown in Figure 4.1, GMH 

properties are found throughout the city, from the San Fernando Valley in the 

north, through the central part of the city, and down to the harbor area in the 

south. Properties in certain types of neighborhoods may be more likely to be 

referred to General Manager’s Hearings, depending on the conditions of those 

neighborhoods. In much of the research on urban disinvestment in Eastern,
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“rust-belt” cities, population decline was a major factor in property deterioration 

and abandonment. Los Angeles, however, has not experienced wholesale 

abandonment of neighborhoods. Although population growth in the City of Los 

Angeles slowed after the 1980s, it still increased by 6 percent from 1990 to 2000. 

In census tracts with population decline over the last decade, there was only a 

slightly higher chance of a property ending up with a General Manager’s Hearing 

(see Table 4.15).

Table 4.15. Relationship Between GMH Status and Population Decline City 
of Los Angeles, N=19,876__________________________________________

Population Change in Census Tract, 1990 to 2000
Stable or Growth Decline

Non-GMH Properties 
GMH Properties 
Total 
N

100.0%
(13,612)

90.1%
9.9%

100.0%
(6,264)

89.2%
10.8%
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Figure 4.1

General Manager's Hearing Properties in the 
City of Los Angeles, 1998-2002

Source: City o f LA Housing Departm ent
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Table 4.16 provides summary statistics for several types of neighborhood 

characteristics. On average, properties that had General Manager’s Hearings 

were more likely to be in Latino areas and less likely to be in White areas than 

non-GMH properties. There was little difference between GMH and non-GMH 

properties in terms

Table 4.16. Summary Statistics of Neighborhood Characteristics for GMH and Non-GMH 
Properties in Code Inspection Sample, City of Los Angeles, N=19,876

Neighborhood Characteristics Non-GMH Properties 
Mean Std. Dev.

GMH Properties 
Mean Std. Dev.

Race/Ethnicity ■ ■ ■ ■
Percent of Population White 22.2% 24.5% 18.9% 22.8%
Percent of Population Latino 51.9% 26.2% 56.0% 25.3%
Percent of Population African American 14.7% 20.8% 14.3% 19.0%
Percent of Population Asian/Pacific Islander 8.6% 9.6% 8.5% 9.6%
Housing HBBHM
Percent of Housing Owner Occupied 28.5% 17.9% 26.5% 17.2%
Percent of Housing Single Family Dwellings 40.3% 24.0% 38.5% 23.5%
Percent Housing Units Built in last 10 years 6.0% 4.8% 6.4% 4.6%
Percent of Rental Properties Tax Delinquent 10.4% 5.2% 10.9% 5.2%
Foreclosure Rate 0.007 0.009 0.008 0.009
Socio-Economic ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Per Capita Income $ 16,469 $ 11,253 $ 14,935 $10,346
Percent Population Poor 25.6% 11.3% 27.7% 11.5%
Percent Population over 25 with a BA Degree 19.2% 16.0% 17.2% 15.7%
Percent of Population Not Citizens 30.3% 14.0% 32.7% 13.7%

of housing type, although GMH properties tended to be slightly more likely to be 

in higher density neighborhoods. Somewhat surprising is the fact that there is no 

difference in average levels of neighborhood tax delinquency between GMH and 

non-GMH properties. In socio-economic terms, GMH properties tended to be 

located in areas with higher levels of poverty and immigration, and lower levels of 

per capita income and educational level.
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The above descriptive analysis indicates that there are a number of both 

property and neighborhood characteristics that are associated with whether a 

property ends up with a General Manager’s Hearing. In order to more rigorously 

evaluate these factors, I conducted logistic regression analysis to assess the 

relative importance of a series of independent variables on the likelihood of a 

property inspection ending in a General Manager’s Hearing.46 I created one 

model with just property characteristics (Model 1) and one with both property and 

neighborhood characteristics (Model 2). The results of this analysis are shown in 

Table 4.17. The dependent variable in the models is GMH status: the regression 

results show the effect of each independent variable on whether an inspection 

ends up with a General Manager’s Hearing, independent of the other variables in 

the models. The coefficients in the first column of the models demonstrate the 

effect of each independent variable on determining GMH status. The odds ratios 

show how much each independent variable increases or decreases the odds of a 

property having a hearing, and the standardized coefficients are helpful in 

assessing the relative importance of each independent variable in explaining 

GMH status.

The logistic regression results confirm many of the relationships 

uncovered in the descriptive analysis above. Buildings with 3 or more units were 

more likely than 2-unit buildings to end up with General Manager’s Hearings, and 

mid-sized buildings (5-10 units) were the most likely. Mid-sized buildings were

46 See Appendix 2 for more information on these logistic regression models
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more than 80 percent more likely than 2-unit buildings to end up with a GMH, 

even when controlling for all of the other property and neighborhood 

characteristics in the models. Having had prior complaints against a property 

was also a highly statistically significant factor in determining GMH status, as the 

likelihood of a property inspection resulting in a General Manager’s Hearing 

increased with the numbers of complaints prior to the first inspection, and the 

standardized coefficient for this variable was among the highest in the models. 

Older properties were also more likely to have a General Manager’s Hearing. 

Properties between 60 and 79 years of age were from 27 percent (in Model 1) to 

32 (in Model 2) percent more likely than properties built within the previous 40 

years to have had a hearing, and properties 80 years old or more were about 45 

percent more likely. The number of building permits issued prior to the first 

inspection is not statistically significant, but the number of permits issued after 

the first inspection is, signaling that the inspection program does encourage 

owners to make improvements to their properties.

The individual property characteristics discussed above all remain 

statistically significant even when accounting for differences in neighborhood 

characteristics (Model 2), and in many cases the effects increased. Among the 

neighborhood characteristics, only two, majority Latino and percent of housing 

units built in last 10 years, were highly statistically significant. A property located 

in a majority Latino census tract was 74 percent more likely than a similar 

property in a majority White tract to end up in a hearing, and properties in areas
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of the city with new housing were also more likely to have had a GMH. While the 

first finding is not surprising -  given the role of Latino immigrants in low-wage 

sectors of the Los Angeles economy and tendency to live in high-density, 

deteriorated areas of the city -  the second finding is somewhat surprising. We 

might expect that GMH properties would be less likely in areas with new housing, 

but this finding may be related to the fact that these areas are ones in which 

natural forms of redevelopment has occurred.
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Table 4.17. Logistic Regression Model Predicting an Inspection Ending in a General Manager’s 
Hearing, City of Los Angeles, N=17,032._______________________________________________

Model 1 Model 2
Odds Std. Odds Std.

Coeff. Ratio Coeff. Coeff. Ratio Coeff.
Intercept -3.246*** -3.848***
3-4 units 0.568*** 1.76 27.66 0.550*** 1.73 26.68
5-10 units 0.641 *** 1.90 33.75 0.611*** 1.84 31.95
10-20 units 0.416*** 1.52 15.14 0.370*** 1.45 13.37
> 20 units 0.490*** 1.63 18.74 0.458*** 1.58 17.38
Number of Prior Complaints 0.245*** 1.28 28.18 0.254*** 1.29 29.30
40-59 years 0.081 1.08 3.88 0.125 1.13 6.08
60-79 years 0.240** 1.27 10.95 0.271 *** 1.31 12.45
>=80 years 0.375*** 1.46 15.74 0.352*** 1.42 14.70
Number of Prior Permits -0.013 0.99 -1.15 -0.012 0.99 -1.06
Number of Post Permits 0.164*** 1.18 17.03 0.169*** 1.18 17.64
Tax Delinquent 0.721 *** 2.06 29.63 0.716*** 2.05 29.39
Number of Years Tax Delinquent 0.063* 1.07 6.43 0.059* 1.06 5.98
Moderate Income census tract 0.048 1.05 1.62
Low Income census tract 0.140 1.15 5.41
Very Low Income census tract -0.161 0.85 -7.61
No Race Majority census tract 0.165 1.18 6.25
Majority Latino census tract 0.546*** 1.73 30.87
Majority Black census tract 0.164 1.18 4.71
Majority Asian/PI census tract -0.112 0.89 -0.70
Percent properties tax delinquent in 1.533* 4.63 8.37census tract
Percent properties vacant in census tract -2.739 0.06 -7.23
Percent Housing Units Single Family 
Dwelling -0.125 0.88 -2.94

Percent Housing Units Built in last 10 2.185*** 8.89 10.92years
Percent Population Poor 0.452 1.57 5.28
Percent Population over 25 with at least 
BA Degree 0.319 1.38 5.21

Percent Population not citizens -0.103 0.90 -1.43
Population Decline 1990-2000 0.118 1.13 5.65

* significant at .05 level 
** significant at .01 level 
***significant at .001 level
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From the logistic regression results, it is clear that one of the very best 

predictors of whether a property ends up in a General Manager’s Hearing was 

tax delinquency status. Even when controlling for differences in building type, 

age, complaints, permits, and neighborhood characteristics, tax delinquent 

properties were more than twice as likely as non-tax delinquent properties to end 

up in General Manager’s Hearings. Moreover, the likelihood of a GMH 

increased slightly with the age of tax delinquency, as the number of years tax 

delinquent was significant at the .05 level in both models. In Model 2, the 

percent of rental properties tax delinquent was also statistically significant at the 

.05 level, meaning that being located in a high-tax delinquency area increases 

the likelihood of a property ending up in a hearing, regardless of the property’s 

own tax delinquency status or other individual characteristics.

C. Conclusions

The above analysis confirms that, despite the fact that Los Angeles does 

not fit the stereotype of urban disinvestment in the classic literature on 

abandonment and operational disinvestment, there is evidence of disinvestment 

in certain sectors of the multifamily housing stock in the city. Counter to trends in 

the “rust-belt” cities of the 1970s and 1980s, Los Angeles has continued to 

experience population growth and a tight housing market. My analysis did not 

find any relationship between property deterioration and population decline or 

housing vacancy. Factors that I did find play a role in predicting serious physical
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problems in the multifamily housing stock include the age and size of buildings, 

previous property complaints and building activity, and tax delinquency. These 

findings are largely in line with previous research in other contexts.

Figure 4.2

Changing Demographics 
City of Los Angeles, 1970-2000

70% t-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

60%

White Latino African American Asian/Pacific Islander

Race/Ethnic Group Source: U.S. Census Bureau

The results for Los Angeles are also unique, however. Perhaps most 

surprising, I found a relationship between deteriorated housing conditions and 

new housing units. This may seem somewhat counterintuitive, but it may be due 

the fact that there has been extensive redevelopment in the neighborhoods in 

which there are high numbers of properties referred to the housing department’s
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enforcement process.47 While not necessarily located within the city’s official 

redevelopment project areas, these new housing units may be a response to the 

housing crisis in the region. Also perhaps distinct for Los Angeles is a strong 

relationship between housing deterioration and majority Latino population. 

Whereas much of the classic operational disinvestment literature -  and certainly 

much of the more current “underclass” literature -  took place in a context of a 

black-white paradigm, Los Angeles is an extremely diverse area racially and 

ethnically, with Latinos having replaced Whites as the largest ethnic group over 

the past thirty years (see Figure 4.2). Where someone lives obviously has an 

effect on the conditions in which that person lives.

The role of tax delinquency spanned both the individual property and 

neighborhood levels in the analysis and is clearly an important factor in 

understanding housing deterioration. Property owners that were so 

unresponsive to the housing code enforcement process that they ended up being 

referred to General Manager’s Hearings were much more likely to have been 

delinquent in paying their property taxes at one time or another and have long

term delinquencies. Even when controlling for other property and neighborhood 

characteristics, I found that tax delinquent properties were two times as likely as 

properties in which owners has kept up with property taxes to have ended up 

with General Manager’s Hearings. This likelihood was also increased by the

47 In previous research, we classified several types of “disinvested neighborhoods” along levels of 
housing density and found that the city’s redevelopment project areas tend to be located in areas 
of mid to high density (See Richman and Pitkin, 2003).
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length of the delinquency and for properties in neighborhoods with high 

concentrations of tax delinquency among rental properties. Clearly, this finding 

highlights that operational disinvestment occurs in the City of Los Angeles, even 

if not in the classic sense.
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusion and Implications

The stranger to fear may not be the man of different 
ethnicity on the street corner, but a bank president or 
property management executive of irrelevant ethnicity far 
from  view. (Logan and Molotch, 1987, p. 111)

A. Unifying the Two Streams of Disinvestment

In this study, I have explored recent dynamics of urban disinvestment in 

the City of Los Angeles, looking at disinvestment in both the community 

reinvestment and operational disinvestment streams. In Logan and Molotch’s 

(1987) classic study of the political economy of cities, they argued that “place 

entrepreneurs” -  such as the bank presidents and property management 

executives identified in the excerpt above -  reorganize urban space for profit, 

often with negative consequences for residents of urban neighborhoods. These 

actors seek to maximize the exchange value of urban property and 

neighborhoods, even at the expense of their use value for residents. In the 

context of my research, some mortgage lenders and apartment building owners 

in Los Angeles are exhibiting this tendency, even in a context somewhat different 

than those studied in the classical disinvestment and political economy literature. 

While conditions in many of the previous sites of study in the disinvestment 

literature -  i.e. Eastern cities -  improved over the 1990s, Los Angeles continued 

to experience both population growth and declining socio-economic indicators.
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The results from exploring both streams of disinvestment in this 

understudied context point to a “new” type of urban disinvestment that does not 

conform to traditional formulations. These processes of disinvestment occur 

even in an economically vital and growing metropolitan area such as Los 

Angeles. While traditional political economy theories would predict a strong 

relationship between population decline and disinvestment, I did not find the 

problems of disinvestment in Los Angeles worse in census tracts that had 

declining population during the 1990s. Moreover, I found subprime lending and 

deteriorated housing conditions were both strongly related to new housing 

construction. Even in growing neighborhoods in Los Angeles, then, there is 

evidence of disinvestment in the housing stock.

Though the two types of disinvestment studied in this dissertation do 

appear to affect similar types of neighborhoods in some respects, there is also 

evidence of an important difference, namely their relationships to the race and 

ethnicity of neighborhood residents. A wide body of previous research on 

discrimination by lending institutions has found a strong relationship between 

disinvestment by lenders and African American applicants and neighborhoods. 

With the growth in subprime lending during the 1990s, access to credit 

increased, leading to higher homeownership rates among African Americans and 

other racial minorities. Of course, these gains have come at a cost, with 

increased costs for this credit, especially for African Americans.
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Although the incidence of subprime lending for Latinos is higher in Los 

Angeles than in many other parts of the country, my analysis shows that the 

potentially negative effects of subprime lending are clearly greatest for African 

Americans in Los Angeles. African American applicants for refinance loans in 

2000 were twice as likely as Whites to apply to subprime lenders, and majority 

African American neighborhoods were consistently home to the most 

concentrated subprime lending in the city during the 1990s. Even if anti- 

discrimination laws have had the desired effect of increasing the availability of 

credit for minority residents, race continues to be a factor in mortgage lending, 

albeit in a new form of disinvestment that represents not the absence of 

investment but rather the targeting of a specific type of investment with higher 

costs for residents of African American neighborhoods.

Race also appears to play a role in operational disinvestment in Los 

Angeles. The current housing crisis affects many sectors of the city’s residents, 

but none more than Latinos, especially those who have immigrated and work in 

the low-wage service economy. While Los Angeles does not have the housing 

abandonment problem of the “rust-belt” cities studied in the classic operational 

disinvestment literature, the results of the first four years of the city’s Systematic 

Code Enforcement Program indicate that some multifamily housing property 

owners are deferring maintenance and not responding to enforcement measures. 

Confirming findings from previous research, my analysis showed that tax 

delinquency is a very strong predictor of poor housing conditions, as non-
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responsive property owners are allowed to stop paying their property taxes even 

as their properties move through the city’s code enforcement process.

Residents of majority Latino neighborhoods are especially susceptible to 

the negative consequences of this disinvestment process. In my analysis, a 

property located in a Latino neighborhood was more than 70 percent more likely 

to have ended up with a General Manager’s Hearing than an identical property in 

a majority White neighborhood. Disinvestment in the multifamily housing stock if 

primarily -  though not exclusively -  a problem for Latino neighborhoods, while 

disinvestment in single family housing through subprime refinance lending affects 

African American areas most intensely. In both cases, it is clear that the effects 

of race on housing outcomes has not disappeared and continues even in a 

racially diverse area such as Los Angeles.

Even after decades of Fair Housing and Community Reinvestment 

legislation, disparities based on race and place persist, though they have taken 

on different forms from those which spurred community advocacy to deal with 

urban disinvestment during the 1970s and 1980s. Concentrated subprime 

lending represents a new variety of neighborhood disinvestment, as the very 

worst subprime lenders extract what limited equity has developed in 

neighborhoods such as those in South Los Angeles with long-term minority 

homeowners who refinance with high-cost terms to have immediate access to 

cash but may end up eventually losing their homes through foreclosure. While 

property abandonment is not a major issue in an area with a tight housing market
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like in Los Angeles, current California property tax law and policy allows property 

owners to disinvest in their properties with little recourse from local government, 

and analysis of the city’s first round of comprehensive inspections of multifamily 

housing buildings demonstrated that this process of disinvestment has not halted 

with the onset of increased enforcement. Even -  and perhaps especially -  in a 

continually growing metropolis like Los Angeles, place entrepreneurs seek to 

maximize the exchange value of their property, resulting in negative 

consequences for the use value of the city’s most vulnerable residents.

B. Implications

1. For Practice and Policy

The findings in this study have several implications for urban policy and 

practice. As outlined in Chapter 2, community activism around housing issues in 

Los Angeles was relatively late in developing, but the city is now home to 

substantial housing advocacy and policy innovation. The Systematic Code 

Enforcement Program represents a pro-active approach to deal with substandard 

housing conditions and has served as a model for policy innovation in the state of 

California and across the country.48 The City’s “Don’t Borrow Trouble Campaign” 

and Anti-Predatory Lending Ordinance are part of a national movement to curtail 

the effects of the most harmful subprime lenders. In each case, local agencies 

could sharpen their targeting of outreach and education based on the findings

48 For example, see AECLP (2001). There have been several pieces of California legislation 
encouraging local programs of housing code inspection and enforcement since the inception of 
SCEP, such as Lowenthal AB 1382 (1999-2000) and Alarcon SB 1634 (2003-2004).
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from this research. According to Ellen Seidman, Director of the U.S. Department

of the Treasury's Office of Thrift Supervision:

For educational efforts to make a difference, 
community organizations need to think like those 
[predatory lenders] targeting their neighborhoods.
They need to target the very same markets and 
aggressively reach out to potential borrowers with 
information about the pitfalls of certain loan terms and 
conditions as well as information about alternative 
sources of credit. (Seidman, 2000, p. 5)

My findings clearly indicate that these efforts should focus on low-income and

minority (especially African American) applicants and neighborhoods. Similarly,

administrators in the city’s code enforcement and anti-slum housing programs

would be well advised to target their enforcement efforts on properties and

neighborhoods with high levels of tax delinquency. Tax delinquent properties

were twice as likely as properties that were never tax delinquent to end up with

General Manager’s Hearings: by focusing inspections and follow-up on tax

delinquent properties, the city could potentially save substantial resources in staff

time and enforcement procedures.

Besides lessons for advocates and program administrators, my findings 

may have implications for legislation to address urban disinvestment. Efforts to 

address the issue of subprime and predatory lending are fairly recent, and 

questions have remained about whether the rise in subprime lending among 

certain socio-economic groups and in particular types of neighborhoods has 

resulted merely from the lending industry’s normal response to growing demand
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from credit-impaired borrowers or from more fundamental marketing or even 

discriminatory practices. The findings outlined in Chapter 3 provide skepticism 

that the patterns of subprime lending in Los Angeles are merely due to lenders’ 

response to market conditions. Since 1999, eleven states and twelve cities have 

adopted legislation to curb predatory lending, and there were about 145 

predatory lending bills introduced in 2001 and 2002 across the country (Mozilo, 

2003). North Carolina was the first state to pass an anti-predatory lending law, 

and recent evaluations of this legislation have found that it has greatly reduced 

predatory lending activity in the state -  saving consumers an estimated $100 

million during its first year of implementation according to one study -  without 

significantly reducing the availability of subprime credit for borrowers (Ernst et al., 

2002 and Quercia et al., 2003).49

Due to rapid growth in the subprime industry, the relatively high likelihood 

of particular residents being subjected to high-cost loans based primarily on their 

own race or where they live, and the potentially degrading effect of concentrated 

subprime and predatory lending on neighborhoods, policy makers should remain 

concerned about the fact that certain consumers are limited in their mortgage 

finance options to subprime lenders. In Los Angeles and other California cities, 

the status of local anti-predatory lending ordinances is currently unclear due to

49 There have been two other studies that found an overall decline in subprime lending in North 
Carolina after the passage of the legislation, leading some to conclude that this might be limiting 
options for borrowers with low credit ratings (e.g. see Mozilo, 2003). Quercia et al. (2003) 
provide a good summary of this research and demonstrate that much of the decline was due to 
decreased overall demand, not a decline in supply brought about by the legislation.
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the lawsuit brought by the American Financial Services Association, but the 

findings from this research may be helpful to both local and state advocacy 

efforts.

Another important policy arena for which my findings may have 

implications is property tax policy. According to California law, property owners 

are allowed to be tax delinquent for five years before being subject to the power 

of sale at tax auction. During the period of delinquency, county tax collectors can 

assess additional fines but cannot seize other assets or sue property owners. If 

properties are still delinquent after five years, counties can sell them at tax 

auction, though title remains with the property owners, who have the right to 

redeem the properties by paying the delinquent taxes and fees up until the tax 

auction. In Los Angeles County, as likely in many other counties in the state, 

there is not a significant attempt to collect delinquent property taxes, other than 

providing the amounts on tax bills (Krouk, 1996).

Based on previous research and advocacy, there have been several 

efforts in the last few years in California to change state and local policy 

regarding property tax to shorten the time period problem properties can be tax 

delinquent before being subject to the power of sale.50 These efforts have been 

largely unsuccessful, but the results from my research confirm and crystallize the

50 In 2001, state legislation (Goldberg AB 1112) decreased the number of years delinquent for 
nuisance properties to three years, but the Los Angeles County government has resisted 
implementing this because it would require resources to reprogram information systems and 
notification and enforcement procedures. During the 2001-2002 legislative session, another bill 
was introduced to remedy the lack of compliance but was unsuccessful.
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importance of reforming property tax delinquency policy to deal with the slum 

housing in Los Angeles. Krouk’s 1996 study was the first to document these 

relationships and trends in Los Angeles. My analysis with a much more 

extensive data set confirms that the best predictor of a multifamily building being 

in serious disrepair is tax delinquency. If local and state policy makers were to 

reform the property tax law and the tax collection system to allow for getting 

these problem properties into the hands of nonprofit developers and other 

responsible property owners, the number of properties ending up in General 

Manager’s Hearings would likely fall significantly, thus saving resources for local 

jurisdictions and maintaining a healthier housing stock for neighborhood 

residents. Policy makers can look to innovative land banking and other programs 

from throughout the U.S. that do just this (Keating and Sjoquist, 2001).

2. For Research and Theory

As noted in Chapter 1, this study is unique in that it (1) unifies the two 

strands of urban disinvestment literature and (2) investigates old and new forms 

of disinvestment in an under-studied, though very important, context. While I 

found some overlap in how subprime lending and deteriorating housing 

conditions manifest themselves in Los Angeles, it was not my goal -  and is likely 

not even practical -  to provide a comprehensive theory of urban disinvestment. 

By addressing both streams of disinvestment, I have produced a more balanced 

perspective on these processes. Taken together, these two forms of
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disinvestment affect two racial groups -  African Americans and Latinos. If I had 

looked at only one of the disinvestment processes studied in this dissertation, my 

conclusions on how it affects racial groups would have been limited. By 

expanding our notions of disinvestment, we receive a more complete picture of 

how the action and inaction of place entrepreneurs affects neighborhoods and 

residents.

Another contribution of my research is that it highlights the importance of 

place in determining the quality of housing and access to mortgage credit. 

Recently, there has been a growing interest in the relationship between individual 

and neighborhood effects in socio-economic outcomes (Dreier et al., 2001), and 

my findings show that the incidence of subprime lending and multifamily housing 

deterioration are affected not only by the individual characteristics of the specific 

mortgage applicants and properties, but also by the neighborhoods in which they 

are located. For example, African Americans are clearly most likely to apply to a 

subprime lender for a refinance loan; but applicants -  regardless of their own 

race or financial situation -  in neighborhoods with low-levels of educational 

attainment are also significantly more likely to apply to a subprime lender. 

Multifamily properties in areas with majority Latino population are significantly 

more likely, regardless of their individual characteristics, to end up with serious 

code problems. In both cases, my results do not show that the neighborhood 

effects are greater than the individual ones, but we can conclude that the
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individual characteristics that increase the likelihood of subprime lending or a 

General Manager’s Hearing are accentuated by the location of the property.

A final implication of my research is simply that current political economy 

theories of urban growth and development do not adequately account for the 

dynamics of urban disinvestment in a growing Western city like Los Angeles. 

Population loss is not a cause of neighborhood disinvestment in Los Angeles, as 

it was during the 1970s in cities like Newark and Cleveland. In Los Angeles, in 

fact, there is the opposite problem of population growth, largely through 

immigration, creating a very tight housing market. Perhaps the same is true in 

other growing western cities. In this environment, place entrepreneurs such as 

subprime lenders and property owners operate with relatively little regulation. 

More detailed analysis of the motivations and actions of these types of groups 

would be helpful in understanding how they operate in the political and economic 

climate of a city like Los Angeles.

C. Conclusions

If it is true that, as some have argued, cities in the U.S. are becoming 

more like Los Angeles in terms of urban form and urbanization and demographic 

patterns,51 the findings from this study should generate concern. Even if one 

does not accept the notion of Los Angeles as the harbinger of the 21st century

51 This perspective has been promoted by scholars in the so-called “LA School” of urban studies. 
For more background on the LA School and its postmodern perspective, see Cenzatti (1993) and 
Dear and Flusty (2001), as well as the contributions in Scott and Soja (1996) and Dear et al. 
(1996)
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city, researchers and practitioners concerned with the fate of our urban areas 

should not assume that the problems of urban disinvestment were limited to the 

1970s and 1980s. A recent resurgence in research on property abandonment in 

many of the original sites of urban disinvestment research, as well as the growing 

literature on subprime and predatory mortgage lending, indicate that the 

phenomena of urban disinvestment have not dissipated. In many cases, they 

have simply taken on new forms.

Thanks to the advocacy and community reinvestment legislation of the 

1970s, residents from previously redlined urban neighborhoods surely have 

increased access to credit today. Whereas banks and lending institutions largely 

avoided low-income and minority -  especially African American -  neighborhoods 

in the past, residents of these neighborhoods today likely receive mailings and 

advertisements on how they can become homeowners or refinance their current 

loans. It is also likely that this outreach is conducted primarily by subprime 

lenders. While these lenders certainly do play a positive role in lending to 

persons whose credit history would otherwise likely prohibit them from qualifying 

for credit, the close relationship between subprime lending and certain racial and 

economic groups should cause concern for the future maintenance of assets and 

investment in low-income and minority neighborhoods.

Likewise, the story for tenants of apartment buildings in Los Angeles is in 

many ways brighter today than in the early 1990s. Renewed advocacy and 

policy innovation represented in the Systematic Code Enforcement Program and
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Housing Trust Fund have brought the housing needs of tenants to the forefront of 

the city’s policy agenda. Thousands of apartments that had never been 

inspected are now part of the city’s caseload. In most cases, deficiencies are 

quickly corrected, improving living conditions for residents. About one in ten 

inspections, however, result in serious code violations and non-responsiveness 

on the part of the property owners. More than likely these owners are also tax 

delinquent, allowed to disinvest in their properties with relatively little 

consequence from tax collecting authorities. The enduring relationship between 

property tax delinquency and deteriorated housing conditions continues to plague 

the living environment of the city’s most vulnerable residents.

The problems of urban disinvestment have resurfaced, even in a 

surprising setting like Los Angeles. Though the dynamics of disinvestment in this 

environment are somewhat different than those of the 1970s and 1980s, the 

solutions are likely similar. Just as residents of neighborhoods victimized by 

urban disinvestment rallied to advocate for investment by financial institutions 

and governmental response to abandonment, dealing with the negative effects of 

concentrated subprime lending and slum housing conditions will require the 

political mobilization of residents and community organizations to press for sound 

policy change. In Los Angeles, the seeds of this movement are present; 

hopefully they will grow into a coordinated effort to address the problem of 

disinvestment in our urban neighborhoods.
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APPENDIX 1: Notes on Data Sources

A. List of Data Sources

Data Source Description
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council 
(FFIEC)
http://www.ffiec.aov/hmda

Loan Application Register (LAR) 
data from  the Home Mortgage 
Disclosure Act (HMDA) data set, 
available from Federal Financial 
Institutions Examination Council, 
1993-2000 (except 1995)

U.S. Census Bureau 
httD://www.census.aov

Decennial Census of Population 
and Housing, 1990 and 2000.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD)
htto ://www. h uduser.ora/datasets/manu. html

Subprime and Manufactured 
Home Lender List, 1993-2000

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) 
httD://www2.fdic.aov/sod/

List of Bank Branches from the 
Summary of Deposits (SOD) 
data set created by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC) and Office of Thrift 
Supervision (OTS), 1994-2000

LA County Tax Collector
httD://ttax.co.la.ca.us/Tax Defaulted ProDertv.htm

Records on tax delinquent 
parcels from the Los Angeles 
Tax Collector’s “Secured 
Defaulted Tax Roll,” 1998-2002.

RAND California 
http://ca.rand.ora/

Data on housing foreclosures in 
Los Angeles County, 1996- 
2000. The original data source 
is California Association of 
Realtors (CAR).

Los Angeles Housing Department (LAHD) 
http://www.citvofla.ora/lahd

Inspection data from the 
Systematic Code Enforcement 
Program, as well as property 
data (e.g. address, year built 
and number of units)

City of Los Angeles Department of Building and 
Safety
http://www.lacitv.ora/LADBS/

Data on Building Permits issued 
by the City of Los Angeles.
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B. Limitations of HMDA Data

Researchers have noted many limitations to HMDA data, such as the fact 

that they do not include information on factors that lending institutions use for 

underwriting, like credit history. This undoubtedly limits our ability to conclude 

whether applications made to subprime lenders or the loans they originate are 

due to just the variables included in this analysis, such as race or neighborhood 

characteristics (Fannie Mae Foundation, 1999). In the so-called "Boston Fed 

Study" (Munnell et al., 1996), researchers gathered data on variables used in the 

lending decision by surveying lenders for a sample of 1990 mortgage applicants. 

They found that even while accounting for these creditworthiness variables, racial 

minorities were still more likely to have their mortgage applications denied than 

were whites.

Other limitations related to my analysis of subprime lending come in 

identifying predatory and subprime lenders. HUD's list identifies lenders with 

more than half of their loans above the prime rate as "subprime"; but many 

"prime" lenders under this criterion also produce subprime loans. Therefore, in 

linking the loan data to HUD's list of subprime lenders, we are assuming that all 

loans made by these lenders are subprime and that loans made by primarily 

prime lenders are prime. This is obviously not necessarily the case. To further 

complicate matters, many subprime lenders -  especially those that are predatory 

-  operate outside the federal regulatory structure and thus may not report to 

HMDA. If this is true, the HMDA data used in this study may actually
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underestimate the level of subprime lending. Moreover, in using this 

methodology, I risk equating subprime lending with predatory lending. Though 

anecdotal evidence suggests that subprime refinance lending is often predatory, 

we are unable to make solid conclusions regarding predatory lending using 

HMDA data and the HUD list of subprime lenders.

Some of these weaknesses in HMDA data were recently addressed in 

revisions to Regulation C in HMDA. Effective January 1, 2004, banks and 

lending institutions filing HMDA reports must also indicate the “Rate Spread” for 

high-cost loans: if the interest rate of the loan is more than 3 percentage points 

for first-lien loans or 5 percentage points for subordinate-lien loans above 

applicable Treasury rates. Moreover, they must indicate whether the loan is 

above the HOEPA (Home Owners Equity Protection Act) triggers, another sign 

that the loan is subprime. Institutions will also be required to ask telephone 

applicants their race, which should reduce the number of missing race data. 

These revisions, along with others required under Regulation C, should improve 

researchers’ abilities to analyze the dynamics of subprime lending at the 

individual record level. For more information on these changes to HMDA, see: 

http://www.ffiec.gov/hmda/ReqC.htm.
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C. Relating 1990 and 2000 Census Tracts

Because I was looking at the relationship between subprime lending and 

neighborhood conditions over almost a decade-long time span, it was necessary 

to include both 1990 and 2000 census data in the analysis. The HMDA data set 

provides some neighborhood data (e.g. race, income), but the HMDA data 

through the 2002 data set are based on 1990 census tracts and include 1990 

census data. Census tracts change over time, and can be split, aggregated, 

eliminated, or otherwise changed. Only about half of census tracts in the U.S. 

remained exactly the same from 1990 to 2000. Therefore, it was necessary to 

translate 2000 census data into 1990 census tracts to make it compatible with 

the HMDA data set used in the analysis. I did this by using the Census Tract 

Relationship Files provided by the U.S. Census Bureau (Available at: 

http://www.census.gov/qeo/www/relate/rel tract.html). Using factors of change 

based on the “Population-based Census Tract Relationship Files,” I converted 

2000 census data to match up with 1990 census tracts, allowing me to make 

comparisions from 1993 to 2000. Invaluable technical assistance on using these 

files was provided by The Ralph and Goldy Lewis Center for Regional Policy 

Studies at UCLA (http://lewis.sppsr.ucla.edu/index.cfm) .
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II. APPENDIX 2: Notes on Regression Models

A. Variables

Variable Description Data Source

Individual-Level Logistic Regression Subprime Lending Models (Table 3.1)

Applicant
Income

Income of the refinance mortgage 
applicant FFIEC

Loan Amount The amount of the loan sought FFIEC

Payment Ratio

The monthly payment of the loan 
(calculated using the amortized value 
of the loan assuming the prevailing 
interest rate of the year of the 
application) divided by the monthly 
income

FFIEC

Payment Ratio 
Squared The Payment Ratio squared FFIEC

FHA-insured
loan

Insured by the Federal Housing 
Administration FFIEC

Owner-
Occupied

The property the property for which 
the loan application was made is to 
be owner occupied as a principal 
dwelling

FFIEC

OCC-regulated
lender

Institution regulated by the Office of 
the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)

FFIEC

FRB-regulated
lender

Institution regulated by the Federal 
Reserve Board (FRB)

FFIEC

FDIC-regulated
lender

Institution regulated by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC)

FFIEC

OTS-regulated
lender

Institution regulated by the Office of 
Thrift Supervision (OTS)

FFIEC

Asian or Pacific 
Islander

The race of the applicant is Asian or 
Pacific Islander

FFIEC

Black The race of the applicant is Black FFIEC
Hispanic The race of the applicant is Hispanic FFIEC
Native
American

The race of the applicant is Native 
American

FFIEC

Other Race The race of the applicant is Other FFIEC
Race not 
provided

The race of the applicant not 
provided

FFIEC
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Race not 
applicable

The race of the applicant is not 
applicable

FFIEC

Female The applicant is female FFIEC
Application 
approved but 
not accepted 
by applicant

The refinance application approved 
but not accepted by applicant

FFIEC

Application
denied The refinance application denied FFIEC

Application
withdrawn

The refinance application withdrawn 
by the applicant

FFIEC

File incomplete The refinance application file 
incomplete

FFIEC

Loan
purchased by 
institution

The refinance loan purchased by the 
institution

FFIEC

Poor credit 
history

The refinance application denied due 
to poor credit history

FFIEC

Majority 
Asian/PI 
census tract

The census tract of the property for 
which the loan application was made 
is majority Asian or Pacific Islander

Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

Majority Black 
census tract

The census tract of the property for 
which the loan application was made 
is majority Black

Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

Majority Latino 
census tract

The census tract of the property for 
which the loan application was made 
is majority Latino

Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

No Race 
Majority census 
tract

The census tract of the property for 
which the loan application was made 
has no race majority (i.e. is Mixed)

Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

Percent 
Housing Units 
Built in last 10 
years

The percent housing units built within 
last 10 years in the census tract of 
the property for which the loan 
application was made

Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

Percent
Population over 
25 with a BA 
Degree

The percent of population over 25 
years of age with at least a BA 
degree in the census tract of the 
property for which the loan 
application was made

Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

Percent
Population
Poor

The percent of population living 
below the poverty line in the census 
tract of the property for which the 
loan application was made

Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

Banks within 3 
miles of census 
tract per capita

Number of banks within 3 miles of 
census tract per capita

S u m m a ry  of D eposits and  C ensus of 
Population and Housing (1994 SOD data 
and 1990 Census data for 1993 models 
and 2000 SOD data and 2000 Census 
data for 2000 models)
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Variable Description Data Source

Census Tract-Level OLS Subprim e Lending Models (Tables 3 .4 ,3 .8  an d  3.10)

PESR093 Percent of Refinance Originations 
Subprime, 1993 FFIEC and HUD

PESRAOO Percent of Refinance Applications 
Subprime, 2000 FFIEC and HUD

PESROOO Percent of Refinance Applications 
Subprime, 2000 FFIEC and HUD

PESR098 Percent of Refinance Originations 
Subprime, 1998 FFIEC and HUD

PESR099 Percent of Refinance Originations 
Subprime, 1999 FFIEC and HUD

PERBLA Percent Population Black
Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

PERLAT Percent Population Latino
Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

PERASIA Percent Population Asian Pacific 
Islander

Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

PERSFD Percent Housing Units Single Family 
Dwellings

Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

PERYRB10 Percent Housing Units Built within 
last 10 years

Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

PERCOLL Percent Population over 25 years of 
age with BA or Graduate Degree

Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

PERPOV Percent Population Poor
Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)

BANKPC Banks within 3 miles of census tract 
per capita

Summary of Deposits and Census of 
Population and Housing (1994 SOD data 
and 1990 Census data for 1993 models 
and 2000 SOD data and 2000 Census 
data for 200 models)

PERTD
Percent of Owner Occupied Housing 
Units Tax Delinquent in City of Los 
Angeles, 2000

LA County Tax Collector and 2000 
Census data

LPERCAPI Log of Per capita Income
Census of Population and Housing (1990 
Census for 1993 models and 2000 
Census for 2000 models)
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Variable Description Data Source

Individual-Level Logistic Regression Code Inspection Model (Table 4.17)

3-4 units Property with 3-4 housing units Los Angeles Housing Department
5-10 units Property with 5-10 housing units Los Angeles Housing Department
10-20 units Property with 10-20 housing units Los Angeles Housing Department

> 20 units Property with 20 or more housing 
units Los Angeles Housing Department

Number of 
Prior
Complaints

Number of code complaints received 
by LAHD prior to the first SCEP 
inspection

Los Angeles Housing Department

40-59 years Building age of 40-59 years Los Angeles Housing Department
60-79 years Building age of 60-79 years Los Angeles Housing Department
>=80 years Building age of 80 or more years Los Angeles Housing Department
Number of 
Prior Permits

Number of building permits issued 
prior to the first SCEP inspection

City of Los Angeles Building and Safety 
Department

Number of Post 
Permits

Number of building permits issued 
after the first SCEP inspection

City of Los Angeles Building and Safety 
Department

Tax Delinquent The property was tax delinquent LA County Tax Collector
Number of 
Years Tax 
Delinquent

The number of years the property 
was tax delinquent LA County Tax Collector

Moderate 
Income census 
tract

Census tract median household 
income between 80 and 120 percent 
of Los Angeles County median 
household income

2000 Census of Population and Housing

Low Income 
census tract

Census tract median household 
income between 50 and 80 percent 
of Los Angeles County median 
household income

2000 Census of Population and Housing

Very Low 
Income census 
tract

Census tract median household 
income less than 50 percent of Los 
Angeles County median household 
income

2000 Census of Population and Housing

No Race 
Majority census 
tract

No racial group makes up more than 
50 percent of the population 2000 Census of Population and Housing

Majority Latino 
census tract

Latinos make up more than 50 
percent of the population 2000 Census of Population and Housing

Majority Black 
census tract

African Americans make up more 
than 5 0  percen t of th e  population 2000 Census of Population and Housing

Majority 
Asian/PI 
census tract

Asian/Pacific Islanders make up 
more than 50 percent of the 
population

2000 Census of Population and Housing
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Percent 
properties tax 
delinquent in 
census tract

The percent of properties in a census 
tract that were tax delinquent LA County Tax Collector

Percent 
properties 
vacant in 
census tract

The percent of properties in a census 
tract that were vacant 2000 Census of Population and Housing

Percent 
Housing Units 
Single Family 
Dwelling

The percent of properties in a census 
tract that were single family dwellings 2000 Census of Population and Housing

Percent 
Housing Units 
Built in last 10 
years

The percent of properties in a census 
tract that were built within the past 
decade

2000 Census of Population and Housing

Percent
Population
Poor

Percent Population living below the 
poverty line in the census tract 2000 Census of Population and Housing

Percent
Population over 
25 with at least 
BA Degree

The percent of population over 25 
years of age with at least a BA 
degree in the census tract

2000 Census of Population and Housing

Percent 
Population not 
citizens

The percent of population that were 
not U.S. citizens in the census tract 2000 Census of Population and Housing

Population 
Decline 1990- 
2000

Population change from 1990 to 2000 
in the census tract

1990 and 2000 Census of Population and 
Housing
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B. Descriptions of Models

Table 3.1 shows the results from individual level logistic regression 

analysis of subprime lending. The dependent variable is a dichotomous variable 

signifying that the refinance application was made to a subprime lender, as 

opposed to a prime lender. The neighborhood data comes from 2000 census 

data, 2000 bank branch data and 2000 tax delinquency data.

Table 3.4 presents Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression results at 

the census tract level for the City of Los Angeles. The first two models are for 

1993: one predicting the percent of refinance applications subprime in 1993 

(Dependent Variable: PESRA93) and one predicting the percent of refinance 

originations subprime in 1993 (Dependent Variable: PESR093). The next two 

models use the same variables for 2000: one predicting the percent of refinance 

applications subprime in 2000 (Dependent Variable: PESRA00) and one 

predicting the percent of refinance originations subprime in 2000 (Dependent 

Variable: PESRO00). The last two models are similar to the 2000 models but 

add percentage of properties tax delinquent (PERTD) as a control variable. For 

the 1993 models, the independent variables reflect 1990 census data and bank 

branch data from 1994, while 2000 census and bank branch data were used for 

the year 2000 models.

Table 3.8 shows the results for OLS models to explain the change in 

concentration of subprime lending from 1993 to 2000. The dependent variables 

are the “Difference in PESRA 1993 to 2000” (i.e. the percent refinance
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applications subprime in 2000 minus the percent refinance applications subprime 

in 1993 in each census tract in the state) and the “Difference in PESRO 1993 to 

2000” (i.e. the percent refinance originations subprime in 2000 minus the percent 

refinance originations subprime in 1993 in each census tract in the state). The 

independent variables are from 2000 census data and 2000 bank branch data.

Table 3.10 presents the results for another OLS model predicting the 

foreclosure rate in 2000 for census tracts in the City of Los Angeles. The 

independent variables come from 2000 census data, HMDA data for 1998 and 

1999, and 2000 bank branch data.

Table 4.17 shows the results from individual level logistic regression 

analysis for multifamily housing conditions. The dependent variable is a 

dichotomous variable signifying that the inspection ended up in a General 

Manager’s Hearing, as opposed to not resulting in a Hearing. The results 

demonstrate the effects of each variable on the property ending up with a 

General Manager’s hearing. The neighborhood data comes from 2000 census 

data.
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